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2ABSTRACT
To find a place to have lunch has long been a head-
ache for people working in areas of mass concentration in
Hong Kong. Government's recent effort in curbing the
unlicensed caterers has made the problem more acute.
A. S. Watson & Co.. Ltd. seeing that the end of unlicensed
caterers means excellent marketing opportunities for their
substitutes, namely, the fast food shops, is interested
in entering the field and establish a chain of fast food
shops. This thesis, in fact, is an expansion of the
feasibility study conducted by the author for Watsons.
The study is based on personal interviews conducted
in areas of mass concentration in Hong Kong. A sample
of 220 respondents was chosen and each was asked 27
questions. The data collected were then analyzed by
means of cross tabulation and discriminant analyses.
Our findings indicate that there is good market
potential for the fast food industry. However, there
are several obstacles that have to be overcome before
the Chain can be successful. The most formidable task
is to create a new image for fast food. At present time,
most of the "buyers" are young people under the age of
26.
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11, 0 A GENERAL SURVEY OF THE FAST FOOD
INDUSTRY IN U,S, AND I1,ONNIG KONG
1.1 Environmental Changes in Hong Kong
The most significant environmental changes in
Hong Kong during the past ten years have been the
dramatic rise in family income and the rapid decline in
the availability of domestic help. Ten years ago, one
could easily hire a maid who would be responsible for
the cooking, washing and other household routines for
HK$200. Nowadays, the average cost of hiring such a
maid is well over HK$600. As more and more housewives
go out to work, and as maids are harder and harder to
find, the alternative for home-cooking would be for the
families to eat out for both convenience and fun. When
the Government conducted the first household expenditure
survey in 1963, the average amount spent on meals bought
away from home was 8.2 per cent of the total household
expenditure. (10) Today, the amount of money spent on
foods bought and consumed away from home is estimated to
be in the region of 16 per cent.
All these environmental changes have helped to spur
the rapid growth of the restaurant business. Food shops
in a variety of forms have sprung up in areas of mass
concentration. However, as we shall see in greater
2
detail later, these restaurants were by no means able to
satisfy the great demand for food, especially during
lunch time. Other non-conventional types of food stores
then came into existence among these, shops selling fast
food are by far the largest in number.
By fast food we are referring to the kind of food
that is often ready-packed or can be served very quickly.
Hamburgers, hot dogs, lunch packs, chicken wings, drum
sticks, sandwiches, etc., all fall into this category.
The term is wide enough to include noodles, spaghetti,
pies, cakes, doughnuts, canned juice, milk and soft
drinks. The most distinctive characteristic of a fast
food shop is that it does not provide seats or tables for
the consumers. The food sold is intended to be consumed
in places other than the shop where it is sold, although
in some shops, after the consumers have bought the food,
they stand and consume the food right away inside the shop.
Research of existing establishments indicates that
the present fast food industry has an annual turnover of
between HK$12 to 14 million. However, the business is
being haphazardly operated: the quality of the food is low,
the packaging and distribution are extremely poor, and
there is a complete lack of marketing methods.'
1Source of this-statement came from the management
of A. S. Waston Company Limited.
3A. S. Watson & Company Limited, a member of the
Hutchison group, which has dealings in wine and spirits,
pharmaceutical goods, soft drinks, ice cream, etc.,
seeing that there is potential for future development in
the fast food business, is interested in entering the
field. It is the intention of the management to implement
an institutionalized fast food chain. In order to
implement such a chain, the management, o f the company
needs more detailed information about the consumers. For
this purpose, the author was asked by the company to
conduct a feasibility study. This thesis is an expansion
of that research.
Before we go into further detail about the research,
we shall first have a bird's-eye view of. the fast food
industry in the U. S. where the big names in fast food
such as McDonald' s, Dunkin' Donuts and Kentucky Fried
Chicken got started. We shall examine the way these
successful chains are organized and see what we can learn
from them. This will be followed by a discussion on the
market potential of the fast food industry in Hong Kong.
1.2 A Bird's-Eye view of the Fast Food Industry in the U.S.
As one writer puts it, "The destiny of nations depends
on the manner in which. they nourish themselves". C2) If
this is the case, then we can say that America's destiny
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depends to no small degree on the fast food industry.
The industry, with big names such as McDonald' s, Dunkin'
Donuts and Kentucky Fried Chicken grosses an impressive
US$8 billion in sales per year. McDonald's itself alone
rang up sales of $1.03 billion in 19 72, passing the U.S.
Army C1972 food volume $909 million) as the nations
biggest dispenser of meals. (20) However, the gross sales
figure, though impressive as it is, is expected to be
revised still further upward in the future.
Within the fast food industry we find different
chains specializing in different specialties. For
example, McDonald' s specializes in hamburgers, Frehch fries
and milk shakes, Kentucky Fried Chicken specializes in
fried chicken of Col. Sanders' recipe, and Dunkin' Donuts
specializes in doughnuts. These chains though varied as
they are, have a number of things in common :2
l They were all based on an imaginative idea, product
or service which could not be marketed thbough regular
outlets.
2) Most of them were dependent for their growth and
success on the new.mohility of the population which
occured after World War II.
2
Adopted from Profits from Franchising by Robert Rosenberg.
P-18. However, Rosenberg used these for the four franchise
pacesetters, namely, American Dairy Queen, One Hour Martinizing,
Manpower and McDonald' s.
53) All of them are consumer-oriented.
41 All of them provide a standard service or
product, distributed in a professional manner,
yet with the personal attention of old days.
51) All of them could not have expanded so rapidly
except through the franchising system.
we shall illustrate these with the case of
McDonald's3. McDonald's did not start as a giant.
Rather it started with a chain- of seven-driven-in
restaurants operated by two brothers named McDonald.
Gradually, as time passed, business grew to the extend
that it attracted the attention of Ray Kroc, a manu-
facturer's representative who sold milk shake machines
to the McDonalds. Kroc realized that the McDonald's
venture offered a gold mine of opportunity: why shouldn't
its 15-cent hamburgers, French fries, and milk shakes be
sold across the country? Accordingly, Kroc'bought the
franchise rights to the McDonald' s name and operation, and
started selling franchises in rapid manner.
Unlike the chiefs of Horn Hardart,,White Castle
and other early fast food chains, Kroc was fully aware of
3Based on the Cover Story, Time Magazine September
17, 1973.
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the new mobility of the population which occured after
World War II and he set out to capture the fast-growing
suburbs. According to Fred L. Turner, the president of
McDonald's, "our move to the suburbs was a conscious
effort to go for the family business. That meant going
after the kids".
One key reason why McDonald' s, as well as the other
fast food chains, succeeded lies in their effort in
maintaining the "Chain identity". The hamburgers of
McDonald's, whether you get it in Chicago or in Cleveland
should taste the same. That is because McDonald's insists
that the basic hamburger patty must be a machine cut, 1.6
ounce chunk of "pure" beef--that is no lungs, hearts,
cereal, soybeans or other filler--with no more than 19
per cent fat content. Further, at every McDonald' s outlet,
winking lights on the grills tell the counterman exactly
when to flip over the hamburgers. Once done, the burgers
can be held under infra-fired warming lights for up to ten
minutes and no more after that, any burgers that have
not been ordered must be thrown away.
Every franchised food chain worth its name will use
similar controls over the preparation and serving of its
products. The controls vary from the ingredients used
to-the prices charged, the store appearance, treatment of
7
the customers and the design of the napkins. In a
nutshell a customer can expect the same for everything
from any member of the Chain.
1.3 Franchising and the Fast Food Industry
As we mentioned earlier, the franchising system is
being widely employed in the fast food industry. However,
since the meaning of the word franchising is by no means
clear-cut due to its many uses in both government and
industry, it may be advisable for us to define the term
first. A comprehensive and accurate definition of
modern-day franchising is as follows: C19)
Franchising is a system for the selective
distribution of goods and/or services under a
brand name through outlets owned by independent
businessmen, called "franchisees". Although
the franchisor supplies the franchisee with
know-how and brand identification on a continu-
ing basis, the franchisee enjoys the right to
profit and runs the risk of loss. The franchisor
controls the distribution of his goods and/or
services through a contract which regulates the
activities of franchisee, in order to achieve
standardization.
How then does the franchising system help the growth
of the fast food shops, notably the big Chains? As
pointed out by Robert Rosenberg, "one of the areas where
small business is most likely to fall down is advertising
and promotion. The operator usually lacks the know-how
(which is particularly specialized in this field) or the
capital (it takes a lot of money to get your message to
8
the public today) or both. When these financial
resources are pooled through a centralized operation,
both obstacles will disappear". (19)
This can readily be sustantiated by McDonald' s
experience. In 1972, investment in national and local
advertising by the Chain exceeded US$40 million, making
the Chain U.S.'s number two retail advertisor. Surely,
such a scale of promotional effort is totally beyond the
means of any individual fast food shop. Where could the
McDonald' s dealers be, for instance, without the backup
of the McDonald' s "You deserve a break today" campaign,
which through national advertising, had made the
McDonald's jingle "almost as familiar as the Star-
Spangled Banner". C20)
Another important thing about the franchising system
is that it provides collective management. "It provides
the individual entrepreneur with the resources and
expertise of a professional management group. It combines
the efforts, the knowledge and the abilities of many
specialized people". (191 Also, it pools together
resources from individual entrepreneurs and put them into
effective usage. Based on experience with other openings,
the central management in a good franchise can provide the
individual entrepreneur with materials, training, plans
and personnel all designed to start him off in the best
9
possible way.
Take the example of McDonald' s again. To become a
dealer of the Chain, the licensee must lay out an average
of US$150, 000 at least half of it in cash. In return, he
gets help and direction from the management throughout the
life of his license. The Chain maintains a continual
training programme at all levels, including a mandatory
three-week intensive course for new licensees on McDonald's
operations, policies and standards at its Hamburger
University training facility in Elk Grove Village,
Illinois, U.S.A. Hamburger University is conducted without
charge throughout the year for original and refresher
training courses and to diseminate new training and business
materials.
1.4 Franchising--Elements of Success
This, incidentally leads us to a vital element of
success for a franchise operation--Franchisor-Franchisee
communications. Earlier we mentioned that Chains were
successfully by being able to maintain the "Chain identity"
through various control devices. However, we must note
here that even with all the computers in the world, all
the best-laid plans of experts, a control system is not
going to work unless it is accompanied and supported by
another equally strong element: communication. "Without
10
communication, control is sterile, uselesss, and
ineffective". (19)
How then can a franchisor communicate effectively with
his franchisees? Don Hamacher of Dog 'n' Suds puts it
succinctly. "It takes two things", he says, "Love and
meetings". Indeed, the convention" and "seminar"
approach so typical of big business may be proved to be
invaluable. Other tools such as newsletters and hot
lines between the headquarters and the franchisees may
help. However, the most important thing to bear in
mind can be found in Partners for Profit, an American
Management Association study on franchising. "The
franchisor must continually reexamine his control policy.
Why is he controlling? What is the purpose of specific
controls? Does the franchisee see them as restrictions
or benefits? Does the franchisor make an effort to deal
with the franchisee's grievances constructively?
Another element for success in franchising is long-
range planning. Before a franchisor could really build
his franchise operation into a flourishing chain, he
needs to know where the market is and how to pinpoint it.
In fact, this is exactly what our research tries to find
out. Anyway, we shall leave the subject for the time
being and shall discuss it in Chapter Three. Besides a
11
thorough analysis of the products being sold. and their
prospective markets, a key element in market planning is
the science of site location. As Rosenberg puts it, "No
matter how good the product, how seasoned and capable the
manager, how eye-stopping the architecture--the franchise
will not succeed unless the customer is there, right
there every day, en masse". (19) So important is the site
location problem that the management of McDonald's decided
that they should be solely responsible for the selection
of sites "the licensee has little choice of where he
will operate, Headquarters executives pick out all the
sites, buy (or sometimes lease) the land, arrange for
construction of the store". (201
1.5 Market Potential of the Fast Food Industry in
Hong Kong
So far we have taken time to run through briefly
some aspects of the fast food industry in the U.S. We
believe that this knowledge about the U.S. fast food
industry and the franchising system will give us some
insight as to how we shall set up a fast food chain in
Hong Kong. Now let us turn to the Hong Kong scene and
briefly run through the development of the catering
industry, then its recent downfall. This will be followed
by a discussion on the possible substitute for caterers--
the fast food shops.
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For a long time, lunching in areas of mass
concentration has been a constant headache for people in
Hong Kong. The Government, though aware of this problem,
has never been keen on solving it. Rather, the problem
has been left to the public to solve. To make matters
worse, Hong Kong, unlike most countries in the Western
world, has no law that makes a staff canteen an inevitable
part of industrial and commercial buildings. It follows
that in the newly erected buildings, there are no facilities
such as kitchens or dining halls. If there are, very often,
they are used for other purposes.
Consequently, people in areas of mass concentration
are left in a very unfortunate position--they flock to
the streets to find a place to eat within the one hour
lunch break. Though restaurants flourish in the commercial
and industrial areas, they are by no means able to cope
with the large number of people working in these areas,
due to the limitation caused by the lack of space. Also,
the high rental 'for industrial and commercial buildings
has pushed prices so high that not too many people are willing
,to or can afford to eat in a restaurant.
As a solution to this problem, caterers have flourished.
Although caterers have a history of more than sixty years,
their real development came only within the last ten years.
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Most of these caterers are operating on a family-business
basis, and usually the owners are the "fokis." These
caterers cook the food in their homes and then carry it
over to those offices that have ordered their services.
Since this is a family type business, the overhead is
relatively small, and a caterer can provide his customers
with a decent meal, usually consisting of three dishes
and one soup, for a price within the range of HK$1.50 to
2.504. Due to the comparatively low price and the good
taste of food served, the caterers now have a steady
clientele, mainly among the junior staff in both govern-
ment and private offices throughout Hong Kong.
In 1966, the Urban Service Department, the govern-
ment department responsible for the issuing of food
factory licences, set down new regulations on caterers.
These regulations, on the whole, prohibit the establish-
ment of food businesses in domestic buildings. However,
the USD did not try to enforce it strictly until the
last quarter of 1972. At that time, the Government was
operating the Clean Hong Kong Campaign, and the USD
stepped up its effort to curb all unlicensed food businesses
"in the interest of public health".
4This is calculated based on a serving of three
dishes and one soup for six persons.
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As we noted earlier, most food caterers operate from
domestic premises meant for small families, thus they
suffer from lack of space to maintain good hygenic
requirements and fire safety measures. Since the caterers
are termed food factories by the Medical and Health
Department, a caterer has to satisfy all the requirements
set down by the USD before a licence is issued. In order
to qualify legally for a licence, it would require an
investment of HK$80,000 to 100,000 which is totally
beyond the means of most, if not all, of the operating
caterers. According to a government survey in 1972, there
are 22 licensed food factories engaged solely in catering
on Hong Kong Island and 23 in Kowloon. As to the unlicensed
caterers f the Hong Kong and Kowloon Caterers Mutual Aid
Association claims that there are 150,000 of them. Consider
the fact that these caterers serve an average of 50 to
100 meals per day, we can see immediately that the end
of unlicensed caterers would mean excellent marketing
opportunities for their substitutes.
Before word spread that the Government was to step
up its effort in curbing the unlicensed food caterers,
fast food, mostly in the form of lunch packs, have been
sold in Hong Kong. Usually, these fast food outlets are
operated by restaurants which sell the lunch packs as a
side line. Research of the existing establishments
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indicates that the worst offense being committed by the
present operators is that they are not providing an
institutionalized image for fast food. This has caused
consumers to believe, and justifiably, that the existing
fast food cannot stand up to comparison with food in
restaurant, despite the fact that many restaurants
catering to the lunch hour consumers serve food of an
extremely low quality, with not so low prices.
In spite of these shortcomings of existing
establishments, fast food shops have two basic advantages
over restaurants the differential advantage of time and
the differential advantage of place. By differential
advantage of time we mean the ability of a fast food
shop to serve its customers at a much faster rate than
other food establishments. A restaurant goer, very often
has to wait for a seat during lunch time. After he has
his seat, he then has to wait for his order. Therefore,
just getting served may take him more than thirty minutes.
In a fast food shop, a consumer usually does not have to
wait very long. Even if there is a line, usually it will
not take him more than five minutes to get waited on.
As to the differential advantage of place, this is
more obvious. For a restaurant, the number of customers
it can serve is directly proportional to the space of the
restaurant. This is a crippling factor for the restaurants,
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since rentals in the areas of mass concentration are sky-
rocketing. For a fast food shop and especially a fast
food chain such as we have in minds, rental will not be
too large a problem, since such an outlet with a floor
area of less than 200 square feet can serve a relatively
large number of customers. Also, since the space required
is limited, this would give the owner more freedom in
finding places to set up his distribution outlets.
Furthermore, the fast food business is by no means limited
to the provision of lunches. While lunch packs are the
main line, service can be extended to other customer needs.
For example, the shop can provide breakfast in the morning.
As traffic is extremely congested during the morning rush
hours, office and factory workers as well as students,
always have to spend a lot of time commuting to their
places of work. Very often they do not have time to
prepare or eat their breakfast before going to work.
Therefore, it seems very possible that a fast food shop
can do well in catering to these people.
5The entire operation would consist of a centralized
kitchen, which would be the principal production unit, and
location outlets which are small shops with heating
facilities and feeder lines emanating from each of the
location outlets. The centralized kitchen would be located
in a low rental area such as Shau Kai Wan on Hong Kong
Island or Kwai Chung in Kowloon. All cooking and baking
would be centralized in the kitchen, while the location
outlets would not be production units, but purely distri-
bution outlets.
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Holiday resorts, which are crowded during holidays
and weekends, are possibilities a fast food shop may want
to explore. A fast food chain such as we have suggested
can easily cater to the needs of people in recreation
areas such as the beaches or the New Territories.
Supplies that normally go to outlets in business or
factory areas on weekdays could easily be rerouted to
these areas of mass concentration on weekends and holidays.
Also, fixed outlets in these areas would not be necessary
several mobile stalls would suffice and would also keep
overhead costs to a minimum.
To conclude this chapter, we can say that there is
good market potential for the development of a fast food
chain. However, in order to enter this market, only
knowing that there is a good potential, is not enough.
We have to know many other things, especially about our
prospective consumers. However, 'before we attempt to do
this, it may be more appropriate if we first go over the
sample design and research methodology employed in this
paper. This, we shall find in Chap+-er Two. In Chapter
Three, we shall put our attention directly on our
prospective consumers. Our survey results shall then
be analyzed and we shall draw our conclusions and give
our recommendations in Chapter Four.
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2, 0 SAMPLE DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
In the last chapter, we have shown that there is
market potential for the development of a fast food
chain. We also pointed out that we have to know more
about our actual and potential customers. In order to
obtain this information, we held personal interviews
with selective consumers. In this chapter,we shall
discuss the development of the questionnaire used in
the personal interviews and the tools we employed to
analyze the survey data.
2.1 Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire was so designed that answers to
the questions would provide information which would
reveal the needs of the potential consumers. We also
were interested in the differences in need of current
users and non-users of fast food shops.
The questionnaire (Appendix A) can be divided
roughly into three parts. Part One (Questions One to
Eleven) deals mainly with the lunch problem, e.g., ways
of eating lunch, prices paid, etc. Part Two (Questions
Twelve to Nineteen) deals mainly with the impression of
fast food and fast food shops, while Part Three (Questions
Twenty to Twenty-four) concentrates on the breakfast
19
problem, e.g., ways of eating breakfast, prices paid, etc.
2.2 Sample Selection
In our survey, quota sampling was used. The reason
for using this technique instead of the simple random
sampling was to ensure that a fixed number of certain
types of customers were included.
In subdividing the total universe into component
subuniverses, we choose occupation of our potential
customers as the basis of stratification. Thus, there
were three quotas quotas for office workers, factory
workers and students. To avoid geographic dispersion
of the sample within the quotas, the office workers were
chosen from Central District and Tsimshatsui the workers
were chosen from West Point and Shampokon and the students
were chosen from Midlevels and the area around Waterloo
Road.
Since the budget we had for the interview job was
$550 and that the cost per interview was $2.50, the
available total sample size turned out to be 220. In
deciding how big a sample should be drawn from each
quota, the management of Watsons decided that more weight
should be put on the office workers. Consequently, 120
office workers, 60 factory workers and 40 students were
24
interviewed. Each of these respondents was asked 27
questions.
2.3 Selection of Interviewers
All interviewers were students majoring in marketing
in Bishop Bianchi College of Careers. A session on how
the interview should be handled was held prior to the
survey. Instructions on individual questions were also
printed in the questionnaire to ensure that the interviews
were properly conducted.
2.4 Definitions of Terms
Before we proceed on to the analytic tools employed
parts, we would first explain several of the operational
definitions here.
Frequent Buyers CF. B. Z
Those respondents who stated in Question Fourteen of
the questionnaire that they had bought fast food six times
or more within the previous three weeks.
Infrequent Buyers (I. B.)
Those respondents who stated in Question Fourteen
that they had tried fast food but bought them not more
than five times within the past three weeks.
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Non-Buyers (N.B.)
Those respondents who stated in Question Thirteen
that they had never tried fast food.
We deliberately separated the buyers of fast food
into two groups because we suspect that customers who buy
fast food for lunch twice or more per week are different
from those who buy fast food occasionally, say once or
twice per month. We used "six times or more within the
past three weeks" as the guideline to separate the groups
because if we had used twice within the past week as
the guideline, we might have included, purely by chance,
those infrequent buyers who bought his share of fast food
for the whole month within the past week.
2.5 Analytic Tools Employed
In our analysis, cross tabulation and discriminant
analysis.will be the two major tools we use to analyze
the data. As our purpose is to draw the profiles of the
Frequent Buyers, Infrequent Buyers and Non-Buyers, the
other data will be cross tabulated against this variable.
The other tool we used was discriminant analysis.
Since Green and Tull have given a concise description of
the technique, they will be quoted at length: 0)
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In discriminant analysis the criterion-
variable is nominal scaled, whereas the
predictor variables are Ctypically) interval
scaled. The discriminant (s l are determined
from known assignment of sample members to
categories. The objectives of this class of
techniques are to:
a. Find linear combinations of the
variables which best separate the
group means, i.e., maximize among
group variance relative to within
group variance.
b. Test whether the sample means have
arisen from a single population
versus two or more populations.
c. Predict an individual's assignment
to one of two or more categories on
the basis of his scores on the set
of measured characteristics.
d. Determine the relative importance
of each predictor variable in
making optimal assignments of
individuals to categories.
In our analysis, discriminant analysis will be
applied to determine whether such characteristics as
difficulty in finding a place for lunch, taste,
price, nutrition, convenience, comfort, etc.
appear to discriminate well among the Frequent Buyers,
Infrequent Buyers and Non-Buyers. In other words, we
shall try to determine which predictor variables account
most for intergroup differences in average profiles.
While our primary interest is in finding those
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characteristics which. discriminate most effectively among
frequent-buy, infrequent-buy and not-buy responses, we
are also interested in knowing how well statistically
the (.known) responses of our sample are classified. We
shall be able to tell this when we look at the Hit and
Miss table. The reason why we are interested in know-
ing this is that discriminant functions may yield
statistically significant results that, operationally
speaking, are not very useful.
2.6 Limitation of the Study
Due to the natural constraints on time and money,
a complete coverage of the whole population was not
feasible. The accuracy of the results was affected by
sampling and nonsampling errors. Since our survey is
based on a sample, it is subject to sampling error and
since it is based on consumers' reports rather than on
direct observation, it is also subject to measurement
error.
Another problem is the limitation of variables.
The dependent variable was classified into three
categories: frequent buyers, infrequent buyers and non-
buyers. This classification, however, is quite arbitrary.
It turns out that only 15 out of the 220 respondents are
qualified for frequent buyers, and the results may be
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biased due to such a limited sample.
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3.0 ANALYSIS AND TABULATION OF DATA
In Chapter one, we have pointed out that there should
be good market potential for the development of a fast
food chain. In this chapter, we shall try to find out
more about the consumers, especially what their needs are.
3.1 Marketing as the Task to Adjust the Goods to the
Customers' Wants
In the past, marketing was traditionally viewed as
the business function entrusted with the task of finding
customers. However, people now begin to recognize
another, somewhat converse responsibility. "Marketing's
short-run task may be to adjust customers' wants to
existing goods, but its long-run task is to adjust the
goods to the customers' wants". The employment of this
new marketing concept brings four benefits. (141 The
first benefit is that management realizes that customer
needs are more basic than particular products. The second
benefit is that attention to customer needs helps manage-
ment spot new product opportunities more quickly. The
third benefit is that merchandising becomes more effective
A company can often be more effective by adapting and
adjusting its offerings to the needs of clearly defined
buyers. The fourth benefit is that management brings its
own interest into greater harmony with society's interests.
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The idea of adjusting the goods to the consumers'
wants is just what we have in mind when we conducted this
research. It is our belief that the lunch need is not
well satisfied presently and fast food can help in such
respect. Questions lb, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10 are
tools which we hope will help to disclose the consumers'
needs. Answers to these questions will help to provide
a guideline as to how the needs can be satisfied. They
will tell us what product characteristics are required
of the products. In order to be successful, a product
must possess the qualities which will yield satisfaction
or benefits to the buyer. Knowledge of the product
characteristics will help us to decide what channel of
distribution to use and what kind of advertising or
promotional effort to exert. In our case, basing on the
information we get from the respondents, we shall be able
to decide whether we should emphasize the convenience
aspect or whether we should put more care to the taste.
Whether we should price high or whether we should price
low, etc.
Questions 15 to 19 are aiming at disclosing the
consumers' attitudes toward fast food. Attitude research
is very important simply because attitudes exert a strong
influence on behavior and attitude research offers a
potentially useful device for explaining and predicting
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consumer behavior. Furthermore, a knowledge of consumer
attitudes may provide a sound basis for improving products,
redesigning packages, and developing and evaluating
promotional programs'.. In our case, we hope to get informat-
ion as to how the respondents think of the existing fast
food shops, and be able to predict what the strengths and
weaknesses of a fast food shop are.
3.2 Cross Tabulation of Data
In our analysis, cross tabulation and discriminant
analysis will be the major tools we use to analyze the
data. As our purpose is to draw the profiles of the
1
Frequent Buyers, Infrequent Buyers and Non-Buyers, the
other data will be cross tabulated against these variables.
Discriminant analysis was applied to determine whether such
characteristics as difficulty in finding a place, taste,
price, nutrition, convenience, Icomfort, etc. appeared
to discriminate well among the Frequent Buyers, Infrequent
Buyers and Non-Buyers. We shall go into this in greater
detail after we go over the cross-tabulation part.
3.2.1 Ways of Eating Lunch and Breakfast
al Questions asked in this connection were 1 a and b,
2, 20 and 21. For the individual questions, refer
1In this chapter, we shall use F. B. for frequent buyers,
L. B. for infrequent buyers and N.B. for non-buyers.
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to Appendix A.
b) For the tabulations, refer to Tables 3.1, 3.2,
3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8
c) All respondents answered these questions.
d) When we asked the respondents how they solved
their lunch problem during week days, we
deliberately made it a six-day-week since most
people rest on Sundays and would lunch either at
home or at a restaurant. If we include Sundays,
the result we get will be much biased toward the
two methods.
From Table 3.1, we find that lunch at a restaurant
is by far the most popular method. A total of 112
respondents said that they lunched at a restaurant at
least once a week. Out of these 112, ninety (80 per cent)
of them went four or more times per week.
The second most popular method, unexpectedly turned
out to be lunch at home. A total of 77 respondents
(refer to Table 3.1) said that they lunched at home at
least once a week. Out of these 77, forty-six (60 per
cents. of them lunched at home for four or more times per
week.
Catered lunch is the third most popular method.
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(Table 3. 2). Thirty-six respondents said that they had
catered lunch. Eighty-three per cent of them had catered
lunch every day.
To carry home-made lunch back to place of work does
not seem to be a popular method in Hong Kong. (Table 3. 2).
Only a total of sixteen responded to this with twelve
said that they used this method for four or more times.
To have fast food for lunch does not seem to be a
popular method either. (Table 3.3). Though seventeen
responded only eight of them used this method four or
more times per week. On the whole, this is by far the
least popular method and we shall try to find out why
this is so.
For other methods used, having lunch at school
canteens was the most often cited one.
After we found out how the respondents solved their
lunch problem, we then asked them whether they found it
hard to find a place to have lunch near their place of
work. It is our hypothesis that it is. Our findings
(Tab le 3.41 seem to support this hypothesis on the whole,
over 50 per cent of the respondents thought that it was
difficult with 23 per cent put it as very difficult. When
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we look at the respondents as three different groups, we
find a higher percentage of the I. B. thought that it was
somewhat difficult to find a place than the other groups
thirty-six per cent of the I. B. as against 13 per cent for
F. B. and 21 per cent for N.B. On the other hand, more
N.B. thought that it was easy to find a place than the
F.B. and I.B. twenty-six per cent of the N.B. thought
that it was somewhat easy to find a place as against 7
per cent of F. B. and 17 per cent of I. B. and 12 per cent
of N.B. thought that it was very easy to find a place as
against 7 per cent of F. B. and 8 per cent of I. B.
As to the breakfast problem, we find that cook one's
breakfast at home is by far the most popular method.
(Table 3. 5). A total of 91 respondents said that they
cooked their breakfast at least once a week. Out of these
91 respondents, seventy-seven (87 per cent) of them cooked
everyday.
The second most popular method turns out to be eat
outside. CTable 3.5). A total of 62 respondents said
that they ate the breakfast outside at least once a week.
Out of these 62, fifty-one (82 per cent) of them went out
for their breakfast everyday.
To buy outside and eat at home is the third most
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popular method (Table 3. 6).' Forty-seven respondents
employed this method seventy per cent of them did this
everyday.
Twenty-seven respondents gave the "don't eat any
breakfast" answer. Out of these 27, eighty-two per cent
of them did this everyday. The main reason given for not
eating breakfast was that the respondents did not have
such a habit. However, twelve respondents (44 per cent)
of the total said that they did not have breakfast due to
the lack of time either to cook or to buy (Table 3. 8).
Some of the respondents, mainly students, said that they
had their breakfast at school or office canteen.
3.2.2 Factors That May Influence the Respondents'
Decision Making
a) Questions asked in this connection were 2 and 24.
b) For the tabulations, refer to Tables 3.9, 3.10,
3.11, 3.12, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15.
c) All respondents answered the questions except one
who did not answer the price part in Question 24.
dl In Question 2, we plan to find out what factors
most people would consider before they decided
where and how they would have lunch. It is our
hypothesis that price and convenience are the two
most important factors. It turned out that our
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hypothesis was right. Price and convenience
were indeed given as the two most influential
factors.
From Table 3.9, we find that, on the whole, the
respondents did not regard taste as a very influential
factor. Forty-six per cent felt that this was an
influential factor but was somehow counter-balanced by
the 37 per cent who felt that it was not influential.
However, the three groups were quite different in
opinion in regard to this. More F. B. felt that this was
not an influential factor forty-seven per cent regarded
it as not influential as against 33 per cent who said
that it was influential. However, the I. B. had an
opposite view. Fifty-six per cent of the I.B. regarded
this factor as influential while only 36 per cent felt
that it was not influential. There did not seem to be a
predominant view among the N. B. There were 37 per cent on
each side.
In regard to price, the respondents were more definite
in their answers. Nearly 70 per cent felt that this was
an influential factor. The F.B. and I. B. were quite
similar in this respect. In both groups, more than 70 per
cent said that this was an influential factor. The F.B.
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were very clear-cut in their answers no respondent gave
the so-so answer.
From Table 3.10, we find that the majority of the
respondents felt that nutrition was not an influential
factor forty-four per cent thought that this was not
influential as against 33 per cent who thought that it
was influential. The F.B. and I.B. as individual groups
agreed with this. More than half (60 per cent of the F.B.
and 52 per cent of the I. B.) of the respondents felt that
this factor did not influence their decisions. The N.B.,
however, were quite different from people of the other two
groups. More people in this group felt that nutrition was
an influential factor than those who believed that it was
not.
The convenience factor, as expected, was regarded as
influential. On the whole, sixty-one per cent of the
respondents rated it as influential. Th percentage of
people who rated it as very influential was high too
thirty per cent of the respondents gave this answer.
However, there is one strange, in fact, unexpected thing
here forty-seven per cent of the F. B. indicated that this
factor was not influential as against 33 per cent who
believed that convenience was an influential factor. We
had expected the majority of the F.B. of fast food to rate
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convenience as an influential factor but as the result
indicated, we were wrong. To be able to understand why
this is so, we have to wait until we go to Question 12.
We find in Table 3.11 that, on the whole, fifty-three
per cent of the respondents felt that comfort was an
influential factor while 30 per cent had the contrary
view. Once more, the F.B. were quite different from the
other two groups while the majority of the other two
groups favored comfort as an important factor, the
majority of the F.B. felt that it was not an influential
one.
From the same table, we find that 62 per cent of the
respondents indicated that improved sociability was not
an influential factor. Only 24 per cent thought that it
was. We find similar trends even when the respondents
were divided into three groups, although more N.B. felt
that it was not an influential factor.
In Table 3.12, .we find the tabulation for the sani-
tation factor. This turned out to be quite an influential
one. Fifty-five per cent stated that this was an influential
factor as against only 25 per cent who said that it was not.
Among the different groups, the I.B. tended to put more
emphasis on this factor than the other two.
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Only several respondents mentioned other factors
that they believed were influential. Service was by far
the most frequently mentioned one. The state of the shop,
i.e., whether it was crowdy or not was also mentioned as
a factor to consider. Apparently, this applied only to
the restaurant or fast food shop goers.
To conclude, it was found that price and convenience
were the two factors that most people would take into
consideration. Sanitation and comfort were the other
factors of considerable importance. Taste, nutrition
and improved sociability, on the other hand, did not seem
to have much influence.
In Question 24, we plan to find out what factors most
people would consider before they decide where and how
they would have breakfast. From Tables 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15,
we find that convenience is by far the most influential
factor. Price, taste and nutrition too are somewhat
influential.
3.2.3 Degree of Convenience of:
1) Eat lunch at home
2) Eat lunch at restaurant
3) Eat catered lunch at place of work
4) Eat home-made lunch at place of work
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5) Eat fast food
6) Others
a) Question asked in this connection was No.3.
b)_ For the tabulations, refer to Tables 3.16, 3.17,
and 3.18.
c) All respondents answered the question.
d) The tabulation for degree of convenience of 1)
eat lunch at home and 2) eat lunch at restaurant
can be found in Table 3.16. From the table, we
find that most respondents felt that to eat lunch
at home was a very inconvenient method. Sixty-
nine per cent 155 per cent rated it as not at all
convenient) of the respondents stated that this
method was inconvenient as against 27 per cent who
felt that this was a convenient method. Results
of the three groups taken individually agreed
with this but we found a much higher percentage
of the N.B. (30 per cent as compared to 13 per cent
and 10 per cent for the F.B. and I.B. respectively)
stating that lunch at home was a very convenient
method. On the other extreme, we also found less
N.B. stating that lunch at home was very incon-
venient 42 per cent as compared to 73 per cent
.and 62 per cent for the F.B. and I.B. respectively.
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As to lunch at restaurant, a simple majority (53
per cent) of the respondents stated that this was a
convenient method. However, the F. B. as a group did not
agree with this forty per cent of the F. B. felt that
this was not convenient as against 27 per cent who said
that it was. Here we find another distinction among the
F.B. and the other two groups.
In Table 3.17, we find the tabulation for degree of
convenience of 1) catering and 2) home-made lunch.
Generally speaking, catering was regarded as convenient
forty-five per cent of the respondents rated it as
convenient as against 35 per cent who had the opposite
view. Dividing the respondents into three groups also
bore the same result. To take home-made lunch back to
place of work, however, was regarded as very inconvenient.
The respondents overwhelmingly stated that this was an
inconvenient method eighty per cent stated it as not
convenient as against the 10 per cent who stated it as
convenient. In fact, this is the first time that the
three groups agreed with each other so completely.
As fast food is concerned (Table 3.18), there did not
seem to be- a consensus forty per cent of the respondents
felt that this was a convenient method but 36 per cent
felt that it was not. In fact, there were more people who
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felt that the method was very inconvenient than those who
felt that it was very convenient. The F.B. varied greatly
with the I. B. and N.B. in this respect. Eighty per cent
of the F.B. said that this was a convenient method while
only 44 per cent of the I.B. and 28 per cent of the N.B.
were willing to say so.
To conclude, we may say that to lunch. at a restaurant
is by far the most convenient method. Catered lunch
follows as the second while fast food becomes the uneasy
third. Both lunch at home and to take home-made at place
of work are regarded as inconvenient.
3.2.4 Food and Beverage Desired and Frequency of Eating
a) Questions 4, 5, 6, 7 and 23 were asked in this
connection.
b) For the tabulations, refer to Tables 3.19, 3.20,
3.21, 3.22, 3.23, 3.24 and 3.25.
ci_ All respondents answered these questions except
in Question 7 where 200 answers were given for the
beverage with Chinese lunch question and 194
answers were given, for the beverage with Western
lunch question.
dl- On the whole, the respondents prefer Chinese food
more than Western food (Table 3.19) sixty-two per
cent of the respondents stated that they preferred
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Chinese food. When we look at this on group
basis, we find that the F. B. and I. B. were
comparatively more liberal in their choices.
Although more than 50 per cent from each group
stated that they preferred Chinese food, the
percentage of people who stated that they had no
preference was also high forty-seven per cent of
the I.B. said so. The N.B., on the other hand,
were more certain of what they wanted. Only 17
per cent of the N.B. gave the no preference answer.
Due to the fact that some respondents gave their
answers based on a five-day-week, the total times of
lunch eaten in a week did not add up to 1,320 (6 x 220).
Instead, they added up to only 1,274 (Table 3.20). Using
this as the base, we find that 84 per cent of the lunches
consumed within a week's time were Chinese lunches while
16 per cent were Western, food. In other words, on the
whole, the ratio of Chinese lunch to Western lunch was
roughly 5 to 1. The F. B. as a group had a different ratio,
it was roughly a 4 to 2 split. The I.B. and N.B. followed
the 5 to 1 split. This result agrees with our former
finding that the N.B. like Chinese food better.
As to the main course for lunch (Table 3.21), since
the respondents were not limited to one choice only, the
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total number of preferences exceeded 220. Forty-five per
cent of the respondents stated that they had no special
preference while 26 per cent gave beef as their choice.
Twenty-three per cent would have fish and 16 per cent
would have pork. For those who said that they also wanted
something else, most of them said that they would have
vegetables with their main course.
When Chinese lunch is served, forty-eight per cent
would like to have tea, while 35 per cent would have soup.
When Western food is served, twenty-eight per cent would
have juice, twenty-seven per cent would have tea, sixteen
per cent would have coffee and 10 per cent would have soup.
The variety of beverages preferred is much wider when
Western food is served than when Chinese food is served.
In the case of breakfast, we find that the beverages
people prefer with a Chinese breakfast do differ from
those with a Western breakfast. While 94 respondents
said that they would have tea with a Chinese breakfast,
only 54 would have tea with a Western one. In the case
of milk, only 20 respondents said that they would have
it with a Chinese breakfast but 78 respondents said that
they would have milk with a Western breakfast. On the
whole, tea and milk are the most popular drinks with a
Chinese breakfast while milk, tea, coffee and juice are
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popular drinks with a Western breakfast.
When asked whether they like dessert or not, sixty-one
per cent of the respondents said that they would like to
have dessert after lunch while 39 per cent said that they
would not want any dessert. From Table 3.25, we find that
fruits and ice cream were by far the most popular desserts
among the respondents. The desserts included under the
heading others were so varied and unimportant that we
are not going to name them here.
3.2.5 Actual and Desired Amount to be spent on Lunch
and Breakfast
al Questions 8, 9 and 22 were asked in this
connection.
b) For the tabulations, refer to Tables 3.26, 3.27,
3.28 and 3.29.
ci. All respondents answered these questions.
d) From Table 3.26, we see that the majority (58 per
cents. of the respondents spends $2.00 to $3.50 on
lunch while 23 per cent spends $3.55 to $5.00.
The three groups differ quite a bit in what they
spend on their lunches 53 per cent of the F.B.
and 60 per cent of the I.B. spend less than $3.50
on their lunches while 78 per cent of the N.B.
spends no more than $3.50. The percentage of F.B.
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and I.B. who spend $3.55 to $5.00 is also higher
than that of the N.B.
As to the reasonable amount to pay for a lunch, on
the whole, people are willing to pay more for a Western
meal than a Chinese meal. While there were only 8
respondents willing to pay more than $5.00 for their
Chinese meals, 27 were willing to pay more than $5.00 for
their Western meals. We also found some other evidences
that pointed to this- direction while seventy-three per
cent of the respondents felt that a Chinese lunch should
cost less than $3.50, only 52 per cent felt that this also
applied to a Western lunch. The number of respondents who
were willing to pay $3.55 to $5.00 for a lunch was also
larger in the case of Western lunch.
In the case of-breakfast, we find that the majority
C85 per cent) of the respondents spent less than $2.00 on
breakfast. Therefore, if a fast food shop also wants to
cater to this segment of the market, $2.00 should be the
upper limit. Same as in the case of lunch, people are
willing to pay more for a Western breakfast.
3.2.6 Association of Fast Food
al Question 12 was asked in this connection.
b) For the tabulation, refer to Table 3.30.
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c) All respondents answered this question.
d) Since a respondent could give more than one
answer, the total number of responses exceeded
220. From the table, we see that 34 per cent
of the respondents associated fast food with
something simple while 31 per cent associated it
with something of inferior taste. Seventeen per
cent thought of it as something of inferior
quality, seventeen per cent thought of it as
something convenient, ten per cent associated it
with something economical. For those who gave
answers other than those given in the question-
naire, the term had a bad connotation for them.
Answers such as fed up (five times), cold (five
times), inadequate (five times), expensive (two
times), long lines (two times), can't live with
this (two times), etc. were given. Only two
persons gave favorable answers. One said that he
associated the term with good taste and the other
associated the term with adequate food for lunch.
On the whole, we find that association of the term
by no means. favorable. It points out the fact that
much education and promotional effort are required.
When we look at this on group basis, fifty-three per
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cent of the F.B. associated it with something simple while
36 per cent of the I.B. and 28 per cent of the N.B. had
such an association. Forty per cent of the F.B. associated
fast food with something convenient but only 17 per cent
of the I.B. and 14 per cent of the N.B. agreed. It is
strange to find that none of the F. B. associated fast food
as something inexpensive. This may indicate that prices
of fast food available in existing shops are quite high.
For the I.B. and N.B., quite a number of them associated
fast food with something of inferior quality and taste.
Twenty-one per cent of the I. B. and 14 per cent of the
N.B. had the inferior quality association while 38 per
cent of the I. B. and 23 per cent of the N.B. had the
inferior taste association. After we looked at the
answers for this question, it is quite understandable
why some of the respondents are I. B. and N.B.
3.2.7 Comparison between Restaurant and Fast food in
regard to Convenience, Taste and Cost
a) Questions 15, 16 and 17 were asked in this
connection.
b) For the tabulation,. refer to Table 3.31.
c) All respondents answered these questions.
d) The reason for asking these three questions is
that we feel that having lunch in a restaurant is
the most popular method at the present time. If
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we are to establish a fast food chain, one way
or other, we shall find ourselves competing with
restaurants. Therefore, we think that it will
be prudent for us to find out what are the
strengths or weaknesses of a fast food shop when
compared with a restaurant.
As expected, the majority (87 per cent) of the F.B.
stated that it was more convenient to-have fast food than
to have lunch in a restaurant. However, when we come to
the I.B. and N.B., fast food no longer enjoys such a
clear-cut majority. For the I. B., we find 37 per cent
were for going to a restaurant as against 41 per cent
for fast food. In the case of the N.B., thirty-seven
per cent were for going to a restaurant while 43 per cent
were for fast food.
As to taste, the majority 181 per cent) of the
respondents overwhelmingly stated that lunch at a
restaurant was more tasty than fast food. Even the
F.B. supported this.
As to cost, the majority (74 per cent) of the
respondents stated that lunch at a restaurant would cost
more. All three groups agreed in this respect.,
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3.2.8 Awareness of Fast Food Shops and opinion on
Existing Establishments
a) Questions 18 and 19 were asked in this connection.
b) For the tabulations, refer to Tables 3.31, 3.32,
3.33, 3.34 and 3.35.
c) All respondents answered these questions.
d) The awareness of fast food shops among the F.B.
and I. B. was very high. All the F. B. knew where
fast food was being sold while 87 per cent of the
I. B. were aware of fast food shops. The N.B.,
however, were quite unaware of fast food shops.
Only 33 per cent of them knew where they could
buy fast food and the rest (67 per cent) did not
have any idea. On the whole, we must say that
awareness of fast food shops is still low.
From Table 3.32, we find that people do not think that
prices of fast food are especially low. A little bit more
than half (56 per cent) of the respondents felt that prices
of fast food at existing shops were so-so. When we look at
this on group basis, we find that the F.B. felt that prices
were reasonable. Only one of them felt that prices were
somewhat high. However, the I.B. and N.B. were quite
different. Quite a number of them felt that prices were
high, although there were still around 50 per cent each of
I.B. and N.B. who stated that prices were so-so. We might
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conclude that prices at the existing establishments are
a little high.
As regards to taste, the general impression was that
taste was not good enough. Nearly 40 per cent of the
respondents stated that taste was not good. As expected,
most of the grievances came from the I.B. and N.B. Forty-
four per cent of the I.B. and 31 per cent of the N.B.
complained about the taste.
Quality of the fast food served in the existing
establishments was generally regarded as bad. Fifty-one
per cent of the respondents rated it as bad. Fast food
had the worst impression among the N.B., 59 per cent
stated that quality was bad. Though this was the case,
understandably, thirty-three per cent of the F. B. stated
that quality of food at the fast food shops was somewhat
good. Too bad there were so few of them in number.
So far as quantity is concerned, the respondents
were divided forty-three per cent stated that it was
adequate while 41 per cent, said that it was insufficient.
As far as the F.B. is concerned, it is natural to find
many of them C57 per cent) stated that the quantity
provided was adequate.
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The varieties provided are obviously insufficient.
Even the F.B. seemed to support this twenty-seven per
cent of them stated that varieties provided were very
insufficient. However, it was the I.B. and N.B. who
strongly believed that the varieties provided were
insufficient.
From the above information, we get the impression
that the existing fast food shops are not doing their job
properly. There is much to be desired of them. Apparently,
shop owners should put more attention to taste of the food
provided. Price seems to be a bit too high. The amount
of food provided for one serving does not seem to be
sufficient. More varieties should be added. The quality
of the food needs improvement. Several respondents
criticized that service was slow and bad. Surely the manage-
ment of the shops needs to put more attention to this.
3.2.9 Selected Demographic Variables of the Respondents:
Age, Household Income and Occupation
a) Questions 25, 26 and 27 were asked in this
connection.
b) For the tabulations, refer to Tables 3.36, 3.37
and 3.38.
c) All respondents answered these questions.
di The bulk of respondents interviewed was in the
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range between 16 to 26 (Table 3.36). The F. B.
were mostly under 26. This also applied to the
I.B. For a person over 30 years of age, it is
unlikely that he is a buyer of fast food.
The household income of the respondents spread quite
evenly over the $750 to above $3, 000 range. From Table
3.37, we find-that for the F.B. the majority of them has a
household income over $2,500 per month. For the I.B. the
majority has a household income over $1,750, while the
majority of the N.B. has a household income under $1,750.
From Table 3.38, we see that the potential customers
for fast food are most likely to be office workers 93 per
cent of the F.B. and 67 per cent of the I.B. were office
workers. The factory workers are not likely to be a fast
food customer while the students are most. likely to be
the L. B.
3.3 The Discriminant Analysis Study2
As we have pointed out in the methodology part in
Chapter Two, discriminant analysis was one of the tools
we used to analyze our data. In this section, we shall
concentrate our attention on the analyses conducted.
2This study follows the same approach as in Green
and Sieber's Discriminant Techniques in Adoption Patterns
for a New Product..
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3.3.1 The Criterion Variables
The output variables of interest in this study
were classified in two ways. First, they were cla-sified
in the same way as we did in our cross tabulations,namely,
the F.B., the I.B. and the N.B. Then, they were classified
in two groups instead of three, namely, the Buyers and
Nori-Buyers.
The Predictor Variables
The "input" variables of interest in this study
consisted of a total of 21 characteristics some of which
were behavioral, and some were demographic characteristics.
These characteristics were summarized in Table 3.39. For
the don't know answers given or in case of no response,
the mean of the possible answers eg.., in the case of a
scale of 1 to 5, the mean value 3, will be assigned.
3.3.2 The Research Questions
Now that criterion and predictor variables have been
described, we discuss the research questions underlying
the analyses. As mentioned earlier, our principal interest
lay in those characteristics which discriminated best
among the respondents.
The main research questions of the study are listed
below:
1) What characteristics distinguish the F.B. from the
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Table 3.39
PREDICTOR VARIABLES: RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS
VARIABLE MEASUREMENT TTN T T SDEFINITION OF VARIABLE
NUMBER
Difficulty in finding a place for lunch1 Semantic differential scales of 5,
ranging from very difficult to very
easy
2 Degree of influence of taste in determining Semantic differential scales of 5,
where to have lunch ranging from very influential to not
at all influential
3 Degree of influence of price in determining Same as above
where to have lunch
4 Degree of influence of nutrition Same as above
5 Degree of influence of convenience Same as above
6 Degree of influence of comfort Same as above
7 Degree of influence of improved sociability Same as above
8 Degree of influence of sanitation Same as above
9 Degree of convenience of lunch at home Semantic differential scales of 5,
ranging from very convenient to not
at all convenient
10 Degree of convenience of lunch at restaurant Same as above
11 Degree of convenience of catered lunch Same as above
12 Degree of convenience of home-made lunch Same as above
13 Degree of convenience of fast food Same as above
14 Average amount spent on lunch Six scales ranging from less than
$2.00 to more than $8.00
15 Reasonable amount for a Chinese lunch Same as above, with an extra one on
don't know
16 Reasonable amount for a Western lunch Same as above
17 Convenience comparison between fast food Three scales ranging from restaurant
and restaurant more convenient to fast food more
convenient
18 Taste comparison between restaurant and fast Three scales ranging from restaurant
food
more tasty to fast food more tasty
19 Cost comparison between restaurant and fast Three scales ranging from restaurant
food
costs more to fast food costs more
20 Age of respondents Twelve scales ranging from under 12
to above 55




2) What characteristics distinguish the I.B. from the
N.B.?
3) What characteristics distinguish the F.B. from the
N.B.?
4) What characteristics distinguish Buyers from Non-
Buyers?
3.3.3 The Statistical Analyses
In our study, the following analyses were made:
1) Three-group discriminant analysis (based on 21
predictor variables) of F.B. versus I.B. versus
N. B.
2) Two-group discriminant analysis (based on 21
predictor variables) of Buyer versus Non-Buyer.
The Three-Group Case'-- Homogeneity of Group Means
Table 3.40A summarizes the output of the discriminant
analysis. F.B. were coded one, I.B. were coded 2 and N.B.
were coded 3. For the complete output, refer to Table 3.40B
in the Appendix. Sample size was 220 in both cases. Only
the six variables with the lowest probabilities of homo-
geneity of group means are included in the summary table.
The lower the probability, the greater will be the dif-




Homoqeneity of Group Means
VARIABLES F-RATIO PROBABILITYDESCRIPTION
21 13.773 0.000005Household income of
respondent
0.000014Decree of conveni- 12.56113
ence of fast food
6.3519 Degree of conveni- 0.002264
ence of lunch at
home
17 Convenience compari- 6.201 0.002585
son between restau-
rant and fast food
16 3.655 0.026877Reasonable amount
for Western lunch
Degree of influence 0.0273853.6355
of convenience
The Two-group Case--Homogeneity of Group Means
Comparable results for the two-group case are shown in
Table 3.41A. For the complete output, refer to Table 3.41B
in the Appendix.
The results of the two-group case differ a bit from
those of the three-group case although household income of
respondent, degree of convenience of lunch at home and
degree of convenience of fast food remain as high
discriminators in either case. The variable of overwhelming
importance in both cases, however, is the household income




Homogeneity of Group Means
VARIABLES DESCRIPTION F-RATIO PROBABILITY
21 Household income of 25.436 0.000003
respondent
9 Degree of conveni- 12.675 0.000575
ence of lunch at
home"
13 Decree of conveni- 11.488 0.000981
ence of "fast food
4 Degree of influence 6.713 0.009937
of nutrition
14 Average amount spend 6.170 0.013216
on lunch
16 Reasonable amount for 5.801 0.016095
Western lunch
of convenience of lunch at home continue as fairly
important variables.
Hit and Miss Tables
So far we have found out the major characteristics
that discriminate the groups. The question of interest
now is to what extent do these characteristics predict
group membership: F.B. versus I.B. versus N.B. in the
three-group case and Buyer versus Non-Buyer in the two-
group case? Table 3.42A shows the hit and miss table
produced for the three-group case and Table 3.42B shows
the hit and miss table produced for the two-group case
from the discriminant program.
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Table 3.42A
HIT AND MISS TABLE
(3-GROUP CASE--F.B., I.B., N.B.)
,,ACTUAL F.B. N.B.I.B.
PREDICTED
13 8F.B. 17 38
26 1001 73I.B.
25 82N.B. 1 56
22015 115 90
Table 3.42B




25 124Buye r 99
65 96Non-Buyer 31
22090130
We note from Table 3.42A that the discriminant function
accurately.classifies 142 [64.5 per cents individuals for
the 3-group case. On the other hand, the 2-group discri-
minant function accurately classifies 164 (74.5 per cent)
individuals. If we had not use the discriminant function
but classified the respondents randomly, we would have
accurately classified only 99 (45 per cent) individuals
for the 3-group case and only 114 (51 per cent) individuals
for the 2-group case.
Furthermore, in the 3--group case,.of the *3 8 individuals
classified as Frequent Buyer, 13 were correct. This is 34
per cent compared with a chance percentage of 7. This
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result is fairly impressive.
3.3.4 Recapitulation of Results and Their Implications
Now that the results of the analyses have been
presented, it seems useful to highlight these findings
and discuss their implications.
1) The major variable associated with buying versus
not buying is the household income of the re-
spondent. This is also substantiated by our
cross tabulation results the F.B. are more
likely to have a household income of over $2,500
per month, the I.B. are more likely to have a
household income of over $1,750 per month and the
N.B. will probably have a household income of
less than $1,750 per month.
2) Given that the respondent has a high household
income:
a. The stronger he thinks that to have fast food
for lunch is convenient, the more likely he
will be a F.B. of fast food.
b. The stronger he thinks that to go home for
lunch is inconvenient, the more likely he will
be a F.B. of fast food.
3) When we divide the respondents into three groups,
there is a clear distinction between the F.B. and
the other two groups. However, it is much harder
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to discriminate an I.B. from a N.B.
4) When we divide the respondents into two groups,
the N.B. can be predicted more accur-ately.
In reflecting upon the results of this study, it is
interesting to note that 1) the household income of
respondents, 2) degree of convenience of having fast food
and 3) degree of convenience of lunch at home are over-
whelmingly the most important variables in discriminating
among the groups. It seems to indicate that fast food
appeals to people of higher income and that the most
important task before the Chain is to find a way to get
over to the consumers the message that fast food as lunch
is very convenient.
As will be recalled from the hit and miss tables, the
results of our analyses are statistically significant
and the predictive efficacy of the discriminant functions
are fairly high.
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4, 0 PROFILES OF THE CONSUMERS AND CONCLUSIONS
In the last chapter, we have gone through our
analysis of the survey. Based on our findings, we shall
try here to draw up profiles of the three different groups
of consumers, namely, the Frequent Buyers, the Infrequent
Buyers and the Non-Buyers. After this, we shall give our
recommendations.
4.1 Profile of the Frequent Buyers
Due to the limited number of respondents qualified
as frequent buyers, they may not be true representatives
of the other frequent buyers. Anyway, here we shall draw
up the profile of the frequent buyers basing on the
survey results.
The Frequent Buyer is very likely to be an office
worker with a household income within the range of
HK$2,000 to 3,000 or more per month and is under 26 years
old. For lunch, he either buys fast food or goes to a
restaurant. Generally, he does not find it particularly
difficult to find a place to have lunch.
Before he decides where to go and have lunch, he
will first consider the price factor. He may also have
some thought about the sanitation condition of the shop.
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When these seem to be all right, he will not care much
about things such as taste, nutrition, etc. He considers
eating fast food as the most convenient method of having
lunch and considers making one's lunch at home and
carrying it back to the office as most inconvenient.
For lunch, although he likes Chinese food a little
bit better, around twice per week he has Western food.
He does not care much whether he gets pork, beef or fish
for lunch. He likes to have tea or soup with Chinese food
and juice, tea or coffee with Western food. After lunch,
he likes to have ice cream as dessert. Usually, he spends
about HK$2.00 to 3.50 for his lunch, though sometimes he
may spend up to HK$5.00. On the whole, he believes that
he is being charged a reasonable price for his lunch.
/ If you ask him how he feels about fast food, he will
tell you that it is something simple, very convenient but
the taste is not very good. He thinks that to have fast
food for lunch is more convenient than having lunch in a
restaurant, also, it costs less. Anyway, he readily
admits that the food served in a restaurant tastes much
better than fast food. If you want to buy fast food, he
can easily tell you where to go to.
He will tell the curious inquirer that prices at a
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fast food shop are quite reasonable. One gets reasonable
good quality of food there and the taste isn't bad.
However, the inquirer may desire more varieties to choose
from and may find a serving not sufficient for him.
4.2 Profile of the Infrequent Buyers
The Infrequent Buyer is very likely to be an office
worker, though sometimes you may find him to be a student.
His household income is around HK$1,750 to 3,000 or even
more. He is also under 26 years old. For lunch, he
usually goes to a restaurant or has it at home. Generally,
he finds it difficult to find a place to have lunch near
where he works.
Before he decides where to go and have lunch, he will
consider several things first he will consider the price
of the food, the sanitation of the place, whether it is
convenient for him and whether he can eat comfortably or
not. There is no one method of having lunch which he
regards as particularly convenient though having fast food,
catered lunch and lunch at a restaurant are agreeable to
him. He considers eating lunch at home and eating home-
made lunch at the office as very inconvenient.
For lunch, he likes to have Chinese food though he
occasionally, say once a week, may have Western food.
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Like the frequent buyer, he does not care much what the
main course is. He likes to have tea or soup with Chinese
food and juice, tea or coffee with Western food. After
lunch, he sometimes likes to have ice cream or fruits as
dessert. Usually, he spends HK$2.00 to 3.50 on lunch,
though occasionally, he spends more than that. He is
willing to pay more for a Western lunch than a Chinese
one. On the whole, he believes that he is being charged
a reasonable price for his lunch.
If you ask him how he feels about fast food, he will
tell you that it is probably something that does not taste
very good, something simple and of inferior quality. Never-
theless, it seems to be a somewhat convenient way to solve
his lunch problem. He will tell you that though fast food
costs less than food served in a restaurant, its taste is
certainly inferior. If you want to buy fast food, he
probably can tell you where to go to.
He will tell the curious inquirer that prices at a
fast food shop are somewhat high, the taste and quality of
food are somewhat bad and not sufficient varieties are
provided.
4.3 Profile of the Non-Buyers
The Non-Buyer is probably a factory worker or office
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worker though sometimesyou may find him to be a student .
His householdincome is generallyless than HK $ l , 750 . The
probabilityof finding him to be over 30 years old is
higherthan in the case of F . B . and I . B . He either goes
to a restaurantor he goes home for his lunch . He does
not think it particularly difficult in finding a place
to have lunch .
Before he decides where to have lunch , he will consider
two things first , namely , convenienceand price . Comfort ,
sanitation and taste also have certain influence . He
considers lunch at a restaurant as the most convenient one
among the different methods and he rates eating home - made
lunch and fast food as very inconvenient.
He definitely prefers Chinese food more than Western
food and he likes beef and fish better . He likes to have
either tea or soup with Chinese food and tea or juice with
Western food . He does not care much for desserts . In case
he does have dessert , he prefers fruits or ice cream . On
the average, he spendsHK $ 2 . 00 to 3 . 50 on lunch though
sometimeshe may spend more on a Western lunch .
If you ask him what he associateswith the term fast
food , he may tell you that he associatesit with something
simple , something of inferior taste and something inexpensive .
He is not very sure which is more convenientgoing to a
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restaurant or having fast food but he can tell you quite
definitely that food served in a restaurant tastes better
though at the same time costs more than fast food.
A curious inquirer who wants to buy fast food will
be disappointed if he asks the N.B. where a fast food
shop is. The N.B. probably will not be able to say where
exactly the shop is. But he may tell the inquirer that
he heard that the quality of the food is quite bad and
the variety of food is limited.
4.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
The results of our survey support several of our
hypotheses:
1) That it is hard to find a place to have lunch.
2) That convenience is an important factor in
determining where to have lunch.
3) That price is an important factor in determining
where to have lunch.
4) That the existing fast food shops are not up to
standard in regard to taste, quality, quantity
and variety of the food provided.
At the same time, our survey also indicates several
things that we have not been conscious of:
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1) That having lunch at a restaurant is being
regarded as the most convenient method.
2) That quite a high percentage of the Frequent
Buyers, as we have classified them, does not
regard convenience as an influential factor in
deciding where to have lunch.
3) That sanitation is regarded as an important
factor.
4) That awareness of fast food shop is low.
5) That the Infrequent Buyers and Non-Buyers do not
regard having fast food as a convenient way to
have lunch.
6) That young people within the ages of 20 to 26
are our major source of consumers.
What do these findings mean to us then? First, they
indicate that the existing fast food shops do not enjoy
any differential advantage of time. This is substantiated
by the fact that most respondents did not regard eating
fast food for lunch as a convenient method. And yet, as
pointed out by our discriminant analyses, people's idea
of the degree of convenience of having fast food as lunch
is an important discriminant factor. This clearly points
to the direction where more effort is needed. In fact,
fast food shops came into existence because they were able
to fill the need of that segment of the market that demanded
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fast service. Failure to maintain this convenient
image may prove vital to the shop owner.
However, the convenience factor, though important as
it is, is not the only thing we should emphasize. As we
have noted earlier, price is by far the most important
factor that the respondents will consider before they
decide where to go and have lunch. This indicates that
the market is price-sensitive. Therefore, in planning
the implementation of a fast food chain, the price factor
must be kept in mind. As a guideline, prices should not
exceed $3.50.
Besides this, there are still other needs of the
consumer that we should try to satisfy to the best we
can. In fact, we do not think it far from the truth to
put it this way: the success of the fast food chain
depends heavily on how well it can satisfy, not only one
need, but all needs of the consumer. The task before the
chain, therefore, is to build up an image of being a clean
and convenient source-for tasty and good quality food at
reasonable prices. The bad image of fast food already
created certainly is an obstacle that we have to get rid
of. Lots of advertising and promotional effort will be
needed. These advertising and promotional efforts,
undoubtedly, have to be directed to young people within
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the ages of 20 to 26 .
As we have pointed out in Chapter Two , the fast food
Chains ' successin the U . S . dependto no small degree on
their effort in maintaining strict centralized control
on individual shops . The " Chain identity " thus established
is a real asset to the Chains . This indeed is what our
chain in Hong Kong should keep in mind . Since the existing
shops lack the institutionalizedimage , a conscious effort
by the Chain to establish a chain identity will make itself
very outstandingand be able to attract customers to
patronize the Chain .
Since the fast food Chains in the U . S . are already
well established, ' there are indeed lots of things we can
learn from them . In fact , it seems advisablefor Watsons
to relate itself with one of those well establishedChains .
By doing this , Watsons will have immediateaccess to the
know - how of the establishedChain and be able to enjoy
the resources and expertise of many specialized people .
However , in choosing the Chain , caution should be paid to
the product( s ) being sold by the Chain . The product( s )
should suit the taste or be easily accepted by the Chinese
people . After all , we have noted that the majority of the






Introduction: Hello, I am from
the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
I am now conducting a survey on the
lunch problem in Hong Kong and would
like to ask you just a few questions.
[HERE BEGINS PART ONE, DATA ARE TO BE RECORDED IN CARD ONE.]
a. How do you solve your lunch problem during weekdays
(6 days/week)? Please indicate the frequency.
[More than one answer allowed. Record number given.]
Eat lunch at home times (7)-
Eat lunch at restaurant times (8)-
Eat catered lunch at place of work times (9)-
Eat home-made lunch at place of work times (10)-
Eat fast food times (1l)-
others CRecord answer given.) times (12)-
b. Do you find it difficult to find a place to have lunch





2 3 41 5
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Q.2 Below is a list of factors that might affect your
decision as to the method you would employ to solve
your lunch problem. Please indicate their degree of
influence. [Check where appropriate.]
Taste (14)-








(_ 21)-Others [Record answer given.]
Q.3) Of the below mentioned ways, please indicate their degree of
convenience. [Check where appropriate..]
East lunch at home (22)
Not at allNotSomewhatVery So so
convenientconvenientconvenientconvenient
54321
Eat lunch at restaurant (23)-
Eat catered lunch at place of work (24)
Eat home-made lunch at place of work (25)-
Eat fast food at place of work (26)
Others [Record answer given.] (27)-




No special preference C28-3)
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Q.5) How often do you eat Chinese or Western food (6 days/week
basis) for lunch? [Record number given.]
Chinese food (29)-
Western food (30)-
Q.6) What do you like as the main course of your lunch?






(36-1)Others (Record answer given.)
Q.7) What kind of beverage do you want together with your lunch?







(42-1) Beer/Hard liquor (48-1)
Q.8) On the average, how much do you spend on lunch everyday?
[Check one only.]





More than $8.00 (49-6)
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Q.9) What do you consider as the reasonable amount to be spent
on lunch? [Check where appropriate.]
Western foodChinese food





(51-6)(50-6) More than $8.00
Don't know (51-7)(50-7)
Q.10) Do you like any dessert after lunch? [Check where appropriate.]
Yes (Ask Q.11) (52-1)
NO (Skip to Q.12) (.52-0)
Q.11) If answer for Q.10 is YES, what do you like for dessert?
















(67-1)Others (Record answer given.)
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Q.133 Have you ever tried fast food?
Yes (Go to Q. 14)
C68-3)NO (Skip Q.14)
Q.14) If answer for Q.13 is YES, have you bought any fast food
within the past three weeks? IFor those who answer Yes,
record time given. For five or more times, code 1, for
four times or less, code 2.1
Yes C times)
No (68-2)
Q. 15) Which do you think is more convenient, to have lunch at a
restaurant or to have fast food?
Lunch at a restaurant is more convenient (69-1)
They are about the same (69-2)
Fast food as lunch is more convenient (69-3)
Q-16) Which do you think is more tasty, lunch at a restaurant or
fast food?
Lunch at a restaurant is more tasty (70-1)
They are about the same (70-2)
Fast food as lunch is more tasty (70-3)
Q.17) Which do you think will cost you more, lunch at a restaurant
or fast food?
Lunch at a restaurant costs more (71-1)
They are about the same (71-2)
Fast food. as lunch costs more (71-3)
Q.18) Do you know any place where fast food is being sold?
Yes (Record name of shop, then ask Q. 19) (72-1)
No (Skip Q. 19) (72-0)
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[HERE BEGINS PART TWO, DATA ARE TO BE RECORDED IN CARD TWO.]





















Others (Record answer given.) (17-1)
Q.20) How do you solve your breakfast problem during weekdays
(6 days/week)? [Record time given.]
Cook one's own breakfast (Skip Q.21) (18)
Buy from outside and eat at home (Skip Q.21) (19)
Eat outside (Skip Q.21) (20)
Don't eat any breakfast (Ask Q.21) (21)
Others (Record answer given. Skip Q.21) (22)
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Q . 21 ) In case the answerfor Q . 20 is don ' t eat any breakfast,
ask reason for not eating breakfast ? [ More than one choice
allowed. Check where appropriate, then go to Q . 23 . 1
Too troublesometo cook ( 23- 1 )
Too troublesometo buy ( 24- 1 )
Don ' t have time to cook ( 25- 1 )
Don ' t have time to buy ( _ 26- 1 )
( 27- 1 )Don ' t have the habit
( 28- 1 )Others
Q . 22 ) a . How much do you spend on breakfaston the averagef
[ Check where appropriate. ]
( 29- 1 )Lessthan $ 1 . 00
( 29- 2 )$ 1 . 00 - $ 2 . 00
( 29- 3 )$ 2 . 05 - $ 3 . 00
( 29- 4 )$ 3 . 05 - $ 4 . 00
( 29- 5 )$ 4 . 05 - $ 5 . 00
( 29- 6 )Morethan $ 5 . 00
b . What do you think is the reasonableprice or a
breakfast( buy or eat outside) ? [ Check where appropriate. - ]
Western foodChinese food
( 31- 1 )Lessthan $ 1 . 00( 30- 1 )
( 31- 2 )$ 1 . 00 - $ 2 . 00( 30- 2 )
( 31- 3 )$ 2 . 05 - $ 3 . 00( 30- 3 )
( 31- 4 )$ 3 . 05 - $ 4 . 00( 30- 4 )
( 31- 5 )$ 4 . 05 - $ 5 . 00( 30- 5 )
( 31- 6 )Morethan $ 5 . 00( 30- 6 )
( 31- 7 )Don ' t know( 30- 7 )
Q . 23 ) What kind of beveragedo you want togetherwith your breaK tast . f
[ More than one choice allowed . Check where appropriate. ]
Western foodChinese food
( 38- 1 )Soup( 32- 1 )
( 39- 1 )Coffee( 33- 1 )
( 40- 1 )Te a( . 34- 1 )
( 41- 1 )Milk( 35- 1 )
( 42- 1 )Juice( 36- 1 )
( 43- 1 )Others( 37- 1 )
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Q . 24 ) Below is a list of factors that might affect your decision
as to the method you would employ to solve your breakfast
problem . Please indicate their degree of influence .
[ Check where appropriate. ]
Taste
( 44) -










Others ( Record answer given . )
( 48) -
Q . 25 ) What age range do you belong to ? [ Check where appropriate. ]
Under 12 ( 49- 0 , 50- 1 ) 31 - 35 ( 49- 0 , 50- 7 )
13 - 15 ( 49- 0 , 50- 2 ) 36 - 40 ( 49- 0 , 50- 8 )
16 - 18 ( 49- 0 , 50- 3 ) 41 - 45 ( 49- 0 , 50- 9 )
19 - 21 ( 49- 0 , 50- 4 ) 46 - 50 ( 49- 1 , 50- 0 )
( 49- 0 , 50- 5 )22 - 26 51 - 55 ( 49- 1 , 50- 1 )
( 49- 0 , 50- 6 ) Above 55 ( 49- 1 , 50- 2 )27 - 30
Q . 26 ) What householdincome range do you belong to ?
[ Check where appropriate. ]
C 51- 0 , 52- 1 ) ( 51- 0 , 52- 6 )$ l , 501- $ 1 , 750Under $ 500
C 51- 0 , 52- 2 ) $ 1 , 751- $ 2 , 000 ( 51- 0 , 52- 7 )$ 501 - $ 750
( 51- 0 , 52- 3 ) - ( 51- 0 , 52- 8 )$ 2 , 001- $ 2 , 500$ 751- $ 1 , 000
C 5 1 - 0 , 52- 4 ) ( 51- 0 , 52- 9 )$ 2 , 501- $ 3 , 000$ 1 , 001- $ 1 , 250
C 51- 0 , 52- 5 )$ 1 , 251- $ l , 500 ( 51- 1 , 52- 0 )Above$ 3 , 000
Q . 27 ) Occupation? [ Check where appropriate. ]
Office worker ( 53- 1 )
Factory worker ( 53- 2 )
Student ( 53- 3 )
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001 0A 10 0000015FREC.BUYER 0.0 0.00.0 50.0 100.00.00.00.00.0 0.0
0.00.00.00.0 50.0 50.00.00.00.00.0100. 0ROW%
211 040 1121O 0115INFOtQ. BUYER 0.0 50..100.0 62.350.00.0 100.0 40,0 100.00.00.052 0.0
0.0 0.0 10.0 20.0 50.00.0 23.5 70.6 10.0 10.05.9100 0.0100.0ROW %











** THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG**--------------
.LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFILES OF THE 1) FREQUENT BUYERS 2) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-BUYERS-
OTHERSFAST FOODS
nNCE TWICE 31IME 4TIME.5TIME 6TIME ONrF TWIrF 3TIME 4TIMF 5TIME 6TIMETOTAL
SAMPLE
5 0115 350 03 34 222nTYPES OF CONSUMERS 100.0 10.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 _100.0 100.0
0.00.0 20.8 2 0.8 12.5 45.80.0 29,410 0.0 23.5 11.8 17.6 17.6
01000 0I15 0CRPo. RUYCR 9.1 0.00.0 20.0 33.30.00.0 100.00.00.0 50.0 33.3col.%
0.0 0.0 .33.3 -33.3 .33.30.0.71.54100 0.0 14.3 14.3. 0.0 0.0ROW_%
3--- 2 ----6 -P0___ 0 --33 ----- 04 2.11151INFREO_ BUYER 0.00.0 0.0 60.0 60.0 6 6.7 54.50.052.3 100.0 50.0 6 6.7 100.0COL.%
0,00.0 0.0 21.4 21.4 -14.3 42.9 -0.0100.E 40.0 10.0 20.0 30.0ROW%
040 _ U 2 1 00090 0 -0.0
.NON-BUYER,.. 0.00.0 36.40.0 40.0 20.0000.00.0 0.040.0 0.0COL. X 0.00.0 57,10.0 0.0 28.6 14.30.00.0 0.0ROW % 10 0.n 0.0 0.0 0.0
Table 3. 3
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** THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HUNG YONG *A
IIN(,NAN TNSTTTUTE OF BUSYNESS ADMINISTFATION
MASTER THF•SiS- A STUDY OF THE FSTAPLISHMEN+T OF A FAST FOOL) CHAIN
PROF I 1S OF THE I) FREQUENT IIUYF.RS 2) `:NrrEQLEMT BIJYt.RS) NON-•f 'IYFRS
1FFICUt TY 1 N FINtING PLACE
s.W VERYVFRY S,W,TOT fI
DYFFICU T SO-SO FAtivSAMPIi
* * * *
4344 2150 6 2220TYPES OF CONSUMFRS 1100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
0. 2 20:0 19.5 0 .5100.0 22.7
I 7. 1A I15FREC RUYFR 3.7 5.9 4.82.33.26.8 8.0rUI...
6.76,1746.7100.0 26.1 13.8ROW X
91 ,204126115: NFI'I 8UYFP
52.3 52.0 66.1 45.5 44 4Z .9CGl.%
7,S.7 I7.4 16,5100.0 22.6QOW %
19 23 1117oo 20N0N- bUYFR
4 r) 0 U.6 3 9.6 53.5 57._440.0rot %
18.9 25.6 12.2100 0 21 .1tS,ROW X.
Table 3.4
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* * THE CHINFSEUNIVETSITYOF HONG KONG * *
LINGNAN INSLITUTE OF BUSTNESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTERTHESIS - A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENTOF A FAST FOOD CXAIN
DROFILESOF THE 1 ) FREQUENTBUYERS2 ) TUSREOUENTPHYERS3 ) NOM - RHYERS
COOK BREAKFAST BUY OUTSIDEAT AT NOME
TOTAL
SAMPLF ONCF TWICE 3 TIME4 TIME 5 TIME 6 TIME ONCE TWICE 3 TIME 4 TIME
5 TIME 6 TIME
TYGES OF CONSUMERS 220 2 3 7 0 0 77 1 3 7 1 2 33
100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0
100. 0 2 . 2 5 . 4 7 . 9 0 . 0 0 . 0 86 . 5 2 . 1 6 . 4 16 . 9 2 . 1 4 . 5 76 . 2
FREY . BUYER 15 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 3
COL % 6 . 8 03033 . 5 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 3 . 9 0 . 0 33 . 3 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 1
RON % 100. 0 0 . 0 25 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 75 . 0 0 . 0 25 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 75 . 0
IMPNA. BUYER 115 2 2 6 0 0 38 1 2 6 0 2 17
COL %
RON %
52 . 3 100. 0 60 . 7 85 . 7 0 . 0 0 . 0 49 . 4 100. 0 66 . 7 85 . 7 0 . 0 500. 4 51 . 3
100. 0 4 . 2 4 . 2 12 . 5 0 . 0 0 . 0 79 . 2 3 . 6 7 . 1 21 . 4 0 . 0 7 . 1 60 . 7
HOMEOVER 96 0 0 1 0 0 36 0 0 1 1 9 18
COL % 40 . 9 0 . 0 0 . 0 14 . 3 0 . 0 0 . 0 46 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 0 14 . 3 100. 0 0 . 0 39 . 4
RON% 100. 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 7 0 . 0 0 . 0 97 . 3 0 . 0 0 . 0 6 . 7 6 . 7 9 . 9 56 . 7
Table3 . 5
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** THE CI tNFl SF UNIv=RSITY OF LONG KONG
LIN INAN INSTITUTE OF RlISyNESS ADh'fNISTPATTON
FOOD CMAINMASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF T iE ESTABLISHMEMT OF A FAST
PROEIEES OF THE 1) EREQUENT BUYERS2) INERFQUENT BUYEES 30 NO - BUYEBS
DONIT EAT RREAKFASTCAT OUTSIDE
TOTAL ONCE TWICF GTIME ATIME STIME 6TIMEONCE TWICF 3TIME 4TIME 5IME 6TIMESAMPLF
22
n051115 31TYPES OF CONSUMERS 270
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.01 0.01 0.0100.0100.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0 0.06.07.41.6 8 2.3 0 .08.1 4.8 1 .6I100.0
0 00 01 0000FREL. BUTER 6.50.0.30.0 0.0 3 30.00.06.8 0 40.0 50.00.0 0,00.0 50.00.0 3 3.30.00.00. 0 66QOW 100
1690115 1131INFREQ BUYFR 100.0 0.4 72.7%52 .3 0.00.0100.0 66.760.0 33.0 100.0cot.% 0 0.0 80.00.00.074.1 10.0%3.73.7 11.1 3 .7100.0ROW %












** THE CHINESE UMIVERSITV OF HONG KONG**
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINSYRATION
MASTFR THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTBLIHMENT OF A, FPAST FOOD CHAIN
3) NION-RUYRSPROSILES OF THE 1) FREOUEN7 BUYERS 2) INFREOUENT BUUERS
ATHERS
TOTAI
ONCE TWCCE 3TIME 4TIMF 5TIME 6TIMESAMPOF
9n U1222TYDFS OF CONSUMERS
100.0 100.0 100.0









0.0 75.O0.00.0 25.0 0.0ROW % 100.0
Table 3.7
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THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTARIISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFILES OF THE 1) FREQUENT BUYERS 2) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-BUYERS










TROUBIFSOME NO TIME TO SUCH
NO
COOK BUY COOK BUY HABIT
27
100.0
0 1 7 5 12
0.0 3.7 25.9 18.5 44.4
2 0 0 1 0 1
100.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0
20 0 1 5 4 8
100.0 0.0 5.0 25.0 20. 40.0
5 0 0 1 1 3
100.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 20.0 60.0
Table 3.8
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** THE CHTFSE UNITERSIIY of HONG KONG **
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRAOS
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTABLYSHENT OE A FAST FOOD CH ALA
PROFILES or THE 1) FPF(UE.NT BUYERS 2) INERQUENT RUY ERS 3) NON-BUYERE
PRICTASTE
NOT N.A.A.NOT N.A.A. IEPV S,WTOTAT VERY S W
SAMPIE INELUFNIIAL SO-SO INELUENTIAL INFLUFNTIAL SO-SO TNFLUENTLAL
71371 95 412137 6851770TVPES OF CONSUMERS
100.0 100.0 100.0100,0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.032.3 9.5 18.65.9 25.5 43.216.8 30.914.1
1 05 315RREC.BUYEK
4.9 280.07.78.17.06.8 0.0COL.% 13.316.7 13.3 60.0 0.0 13.3 13.310.0 40.00.01ROW%
410 60 10 1431 271 020 4 6INREFQ BUYEP 115
349 57.148.2 63COL.% 52.E 64.5 62.0 27.0 45.6
8.7 12.2 3. 58.7 23.58.7 27. 0W% 100.0 17.4
11 252 2631 2724224n 11NON-BUYFR














** THE CHINFSE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG **
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADETEISTRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF TKE ESTABLSHMENT OF A FAST FOOD SHAIN
PROFILES OF THF 1) FREOUFNT BUYERS 2) TNFRFQUENT BUYERS3) NONOEHVERS
CONVENTENCF/FAST SFRVICFNUTRIIION
VERV NOSW NNOT N. A. A,V F H 5.WTO TA
SAMPI TNFLUFNTIAL SO-SO INFLUFNTIAL
4234 160 6650 375 40TYPFS Of CONStUAFRS
100.0 100.0 100.010 0.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
10.1
4.515.530.0 30.922.7 27.3100.0 15.0 * * * * *
38 1T15 62 357, 13 4RUYE 8.0 14.34.43.08.3 10.87.06.8 5.0CO
20.0 40.06.7 33.3 26.7 13.3 20.0 20.0Q OW 100.0
320333 394 26117 15INFRFO BUYFR 1I5
64 47.6,52.3 51 .5 37.5 48,0 55.0 7 0, 3 59.1 55.9COI 13.0 17.428.7 33.022 .6 33 ,9100.0 16.8 13.0ROW %
675 272225Pn 13 23NOM-FHYFR 7 60.07 47.1roi.% 100.0 39.4 57.5 50.0 36.7 18.9 37.9





















** THE CHINFSE UNIVERSITY OF HOHG KONG **
LINONAN OF DUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTEP THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTABLIcHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFILES OF THE 1) FREQUENT BUYERS 2) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-NUVERS
I TMPRVED SOCIABILITYCOMEORT
KNT N. A. R.NOT N. A. A. VFRY S. W.TOTAL VFRY S.W.
INFLUFNTIAL SO-SO FNFLUFNTIALSAMPIE TNFLUFHTIAI' Al. SO-SO INFLUENTIAL
681840 3145 13213874.TYPFS OF CONSHMFRS
00 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.01
5.9 18.2 14.1 30.9 30.920.5100.0 19.1 33.6 17.3
4 45 221515 31FRFC RUYFR 5.45.94.8 15.4 6.54.1 13.2 11.17.4CUL%
ROW`% 6.7 13.3 20.0 13.3 26.7 26.76.7 20.0 33.3 33.3
3322081 7 232 4164225115INFREQ RUYFR 64.5 47.1 48.42.1 53,3 38.1 53.8 57.552 59.5 56.8roi.% 17.4 27.87.020.9 6.1 20.0100.0 21.7 36.5 13.9RDW %
Q 3132141 2f, 161716 2990HUVFR










** THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HOwG KONG**
L1N6NAN INSTITUTC OF RUSINESS INISTRATION
MASTER THESIS -A STUDY OF THE ESRAOLISHMFNT OF A FAST EOOD CHAIR
PROFILES OF THE 1) FFU) FREOUFNR BUYERS 2) INTREQUEWT TUVERS 3) NON-RUVERS
OTHBESANIIATION
NOT N A,ANOT N,A,A. VERY S. W.TOTAI FRY S. W LNIUFNTIAL SO-SO IVFLUFNTLAL.LNFLUENTIAL SO-SO INFLUENIIALSAMPLE
I241 33 17048 77270TYPFS OF CONSUMFRS
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
9.1 40. 0 20.0 0.0 20.0 20.05.113.7100.0 21.0 35.2
0 13 04 1 033RRFC. BHYFR 12.1 0.0 100.00,0 0.09.8 5.0 0,05.9501.% 6 7 0.0 100.00.00,00.0100.0 20.0 20.0 26.7 26.7ROW %
016 I 01 4202 9 45115INFREQ BUYFB 52 ,4 0.0 100.048.8 42.4 30.0 100.060.4FOL. %
0.0 25.05 3 50.025.4 39.5 17.5 12.3100.0 2 5.IOW













** THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HOMG KONS**
IINGNAN INSTITOTE OF BUSINESS ADTS1RATIOMI
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF FAST FOOD CHAIN
INFRFOI)FNT B iVEPS) NOM-F,UUYERSPROFILFSOFTHE1) FRSQUFNTBUYERS2)INFRFQUENTBUVES3) NON-RUYERS
DEGREE OF INFLUEENRF- PRICEDEGREE OF INFLUENCE-TASTE
NOT N. A .ANOT,N A. A VERY S ,W,TOTAL VERY S.W
INFLUENTAL SO-SO INFLUFNTLALSAMPIF INFLUFNTIAL SO-SO TNFLHENITAL
1350 38 7 07324 1431 78270TVPES OF COWSU?1EPS
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0
5,932.035,5 14.4 33.2 6 .4 21 .9 22.9 17.400.0 14.
7510 24 21FRFC. RUVER 4.2 13.2 10.0 0 .00.011.03.2
0.06.7 33.3 46.70.0 13.36.7 26.7 13.3 53.3100.0QOW
19 32213430 10124 320115IREFEQ BUYER 69.245,741.1 7 1 .4 39.6 6 8.0 55.352.3 64.5COL.
8. 7 29.6 18.3 27.810.4 26.1ROW % 100.0 17.4 37.4
10 314 121535 27on 31In














** THE CHINFSE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG**
LIN(INAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTAR ISHMET OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PRFTLES OF THE 1) FREOUENT BUYERS 2) INSREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON - BUYERS
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
UENCE - NUTRITION = DEG. OF INLUENCF-CON./F.SER>DFGREF OF INFL
WERY S.W NOT N.A.ANOT N.A.A.TOT/ 1 vFRY S.W
CNFE_UENTXALSO-SCE ISIF(.Ut-NzrIASAMPFINFUENTIAL SO-SO INFLUENTIAL,
143926735441 2748 54220TYPES OF CONSUMERS 100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 430.8 11.8 17.718.6 24.5 12,321 .8100 ************************** *************
163 14173215EREO,DOYER 7.14 4 15.477.3 13,04.26.8 ,0600.% 6,76.7 10 .06,7 20 26.820.0 66. 71O0.0 1 3.3 13.3100%
1011 153643111 29 191727SNFOEQ RUYEB
70.4 63.2 49.3 42.3 38.5 71 .452.3 36.0 41.5 53.7COL 8.731.3 9.6 13.000% 25.2 16.5 37.414100.0 19.0 24.3




w* THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSSNESS ADMINISTRATION
MASLER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTA9LISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFTLES OF THE 1) FRFOUENT BUYERS 2) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-JYERS
DFGREE OF INFLUENCE-OTHERS
VFRY S.W. NOT N.A.A.TOTAL
SAMIPLF INFLHENTIAL. SO-SO TNFLUENTIAL
11 13220TYPES OF CONSUMERS
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0





100.0 100.0 100,052.3 100.0 100.0COL% 14.3 14,3100.0 42.9 14.3 14.3ROW %
00000NON. 8HYFR
COL. % 0.00.00.00.040.0







** THE CHINFSE UEIVERITY OF RONG YONG **
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF RUSINESS AOMINUSTRYION
MASTER THESIS- A STUOY OF THISESTARLISDMENT OF A FEAST FOOD CHAYN
DROETLFS OF THE1) EBQUENT HUYERS2) BUYETS3) NON-BUYRRS
DFG. CONVENTFNFF-LUNCH AT HOME-DEG.OF CONVEHIEHCE-DESYAHANT
NOTSOME- NOT SONETOT.1
VERY WHAT SO-SO NOT ALAIL VESV WMAT SO-SO EOT ATALISAMFOF
I3578 318 12032 3940 20220TYDFS PF CONSHMFR 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0
0 7.714.1 259.1 ,3.6 14.5 55 .5 17.7100.0
ft11 5311017LHFR IRIlVER 15 5.0 0 11.3 16.0.0 1 7.79COL.% 6.76.7 35.5 33.30. 7 7.3 20,06.7 0.013.3ROW %
3516 44 1 2165 7111211115LFERIR ROYER 52 938.762.5 50.0 40.0 56.427.5 60 .0WL. % 3 7. 84.3 13.9 61.7 13.9 38.30.6 10 .4RUW 100.1.


















** THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG **
LiNGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATTON
MASYER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE FSTABLISNMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFILES OF THE 1) FREOUENT RUYERS 2)INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-BUYERS
DFG.0F C0NVFMJENCE- CATERIUG DEG.OF CONVENIENCE
MOTSOME-NOTSOME-TOTAL
VFRY WHAT SO-SO NOT ATALL VERY URAT SO-SO NOT ATALLSAMPIF
14 43 12684454 4346TYPFS OF CONSUMERS 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0
33
100.0 100,0 100. 0
6.4 10.5 22.3 57.53.615.0 20.0100.0 20.9 24.5 19.5
12020437FRFO. PUYER 2.012.1 0.00.00.0 25.07.02.2 13.0COL.% 20.0 0.0 6.7 80.00.00.0 13.346.76.7100.0ROW %
8 219 11352025115INNFPE0. BUYER 56.379.5 500.0 57.1 47,8 42.9COl. % 56.5 46.3 27.3
3.5 9.6 18.3 61.77,8 30,422.6 21.7 17.4ROW % 100.0





















** THE CHINESE UNIVERSTTY OF HONG RONG **
LINGAN INSTITYTE OF BUSINESS AOMIISRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY Of THE ESTALISNMEM3) OF A FASY FOOD CHAIH
PROFTLFS OF THE 1) FREQUFNT TUYERS 2) INFREOUEUT BUYERS3) NON-RUYERS
DFG.OF COHVEIEENCE-FASTFOOD DEG, OF CONVENCE- OF RFES
NOTSOME-rdl1TSOME-TOTAL
VERY WHAT SO-SO NOT ATALLBAMDIE VFRY WHAT SO-SO NOT Ai'ALL.
1F40 0 I537018n CONSUMER 20TYDFS 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0110.0 100.0100.0
0.013.6 0.0 33.3 33.3 33.3100.0 31.8 24.1 22.3
0000 006615FRF (. EUYER 0.00.00.0 0.00.00,01 6 5.7R. 33.3
0.0 00.00. 00,010.0 0.0100.0 40.0 40.0ROW
0 1 024 1 029 1142INEFEQ BUYFR 9115
0,0
COL.%
0.0 I 0 0. 00.045.3 59.2 36.752.3 50.0
0.00.0 50.09.6 0.0 50.20.9 25.27 .8100.0
C,9 I020 026 192290RON. BUYFR 0.0O,00.0 100.00.051.4 49.1 404 0.COL.%

















** THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG**
LINGNAN INSTUTYTE OF BUSINESF ADMISTSTRATOM
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTALISMNT OF A FART FOOD GHAIN




5822IYPBS OF CONS11MERS 100.0100.0 100.0
2658100.0100.011.826.4100.0
70ERFO. BUYIR 12.10.0COL.%
0.0 46.7100.0 53.3%Q0 W
3664 15111INEFQ BUYFR
52.3 47.1 57.7 62.1CCOI %
35.7 13.0 31.3100.0ROW
5ON 64 11NOR-BUYFR
40.0 47.1 42.3 25.9rol,.%








** THE CHINFSE UEIVERSITY OF HONG KONG **
LINGNAN INSIITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINSTRATION
MASTERTHESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTARLISHMEOFTHE ESTABLISHMENTOT A FASST FOODCHAYN
PROFTLES OF THE 1) FRQUFNT RUYERS 2) INERQUFNT QUVERS3)NON-RUYSRS
FREQ. OF EATING NESTERN LUNCMFRFO. OF EATING CHTWESE LUNCH
TOTAl
ONCE TWICE 3IIME 4TIIMF 5TIME 6TIME ONCF TWICF 3TIME 4TIME 5TIME 6TIMESANPIF
5 220 63035Q 19 353220TYDES CF CONSUMERS
100.0 100.0 100.0100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100100.0
5.533.0 22.04.2 8.9 16.4 16.4 52.61.4
011 4 020 0 115FROL. RNYER 0.0 40.043.355.3 0 .00.0 21.40.06.8
0.0 16.70,033.37.7 46,2 15.4 30.8 50.00.0100 0.0RQw % _n
16 0w19 13174122 29137115 2INFEO BUYFR 60.065.0 66 .782,9 36.6 60.777.8 68.4 6 2.9COL.% yA7.11 36.0 30.4 33.9 23.26.1 II .4 19.1 25,41.8100.0ROW



















** THE CHINESE UWWIVERSTTY OF HONG KONG**
INGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRAT TON
MASTER T14ES1S- A STUDY OF TRC ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CEAIN
DRFILFS OF THE 1) FREOUFNT BUYERS 2) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-SU'YERS
MAIN OURSE FOR LUNCH
TOTAL
SAMPIFCHICCKFN PORY BFEF FISH N. S. P. OTHERS
2757 9914 3522TYPFS CONJSIJMERS 722.76.4 15 .9 ,9 45 .0 12,3
15 9 003FRRO. RHYFR 41
0,4 60 026.7 20.0100 0 .0POW
1831 27 5210 17115INFREQ BUYVFR
8.7 14.8 27.0 23.5 45.2 15.7I00ROW %
0214 382300 3ROK- EUYFR







A* THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG**
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINTSTRATTON
MASTER THFSIS- A STUOY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAST -FOOD CHAIN






NON- BUYFR ROW %
TOTA
SAMPLF
REVFRAGF WITH UNCH - CHINFSE
BEFR/
SOUP COFFFF TEA JUICF MILK LIQUOR
BEVFRACE WITM UNCB - WFSTRERN
BEER/
SOUP COFFEE TEA JUICE MILK LIQUOR
220 76 4 106 10 1 3 22 35 59 62 10 5
100.0 34.5 1.8 48.2 4.5







4 0 9 0 0 0
26.7 0.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
38 1 57 5 1 2
33.0 0.9 49.6 4.3 0.9 1.7
34 3 40 5 0 1
37.8 3.3 44.4 5.6 0.0 1.1
2 2 5 5 0 0
13.3 13.3 33.3 33.3 0.0 0.0
17 25 28 39 6 2
14.8 21.7 24.3 3.9 5.2 1.7
3 8 26 18 6 3
3.3 8.9 28.9 20.0 4.4 3.3
Table 3.22
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k* THE CHINFSE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONU **
l.1NGNAN INS1ITUTE Oc BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTFR THESIS- A STUD O THE ESTARLTSHMEWT OF A 1AST FOOT) CHAIN
PROFILES OF TP E 1) FR QUFNT BUYERS 2) INCP REQUENT CUYFRS 3) ON BUYENS
3FVER.GE WITH BREAKFAST- WESTERNBFVFRAGI: WITH fRFAKFAST- CNINESF
T0TII
k(IIP COF+-FF TEA MILK JUICE OTHFR tSOJJP CfFFFF= TFA t,,*.ILI: JUICE OT1FRSAMPIF
4 1 278 25453 33 94 20 281222TYPES OF CONSUERS 11.4 5,52.1,4 42.7 9. 1 1,4 1.4 20.5 24,5 35.5100.0 5.5
2 5 2150080 0.0015FRFO.RHYFR 60.0 0,0 13.3 33.3 3 3.3 13,320,00.00,0 55,30,0 0.0100.0ROW
19 74826272 21410428115IHFREO BUYFR 1,7 6,11.7 22,6 41 .712.28.71.7 36.5ROW X 100.0 7.0




,A* THE CHINFSF UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG**
LINGFAN II•'STITUTE OF 6USINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAST FOOT) CHAIN
PROFILES Of THE 1) FREQUENT RUYFRS 7) INFREOUEN BlJYCRS 3) NON-SUYFRS
DESJRE
T TAI 40R DFSSF RT
S4MPIF VES NO
86220 136TYPES of S:IMFRS
100.0 100.0
10O. 0 60.9 39.1




5?.3 61 .2 3R.4rol., X
ROW% 10').0 71 .3 28. 7
44 469 n 1NOW,-BUYFR
40.91 12.9 53.5COL. X
100_n 4P,. 9 51.1POOW%
Table 3. 2 4
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** THE CHINESE UNIVERSITYOf HONG KONG**
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFILES OF THE 1) FREQUENT BUYERS 2) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-BUYERS
FOR THOSE WHO LIKE DESSERT
TYPE OF DESSERT DESIRED
ICE CHIN. DOUGH EGG-PUD-TOTAI
-NUT TART OTHERSFRUIT CREAM CAKFSAMPLF CAKE PIE
959 4 1369 21547134TYPES OF CONSUMERS 9.76.7 3.01.53.0 11.2 51.5 44.0100.0 5.2
26 0 000108 0FRE0. RUYEP 0.0 25.00.00.0 75.0 0.00.0 12.5100.0 0.0ROW%
7 3 10246 414 12483INPREO BUYFR
3.7 12.28.54.9 14.6 56.1 50.0 2.44.9100.0ROW%





** THE CIlf NNFSE UNIVERSITY OF HONG YON**
IINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS AGMISTATION
MASTER THESIS-A STUDY OF THE ESTARLTSHMENTOF OF A IAST COOD CHAIH
PROFT LFS OF THE 1) FRFni1FWT BUYERS 2) IFFNT 3RUR3 3) NON-RUYERS,:R S
AVERAE FXPNDATURE ON LUNGH
3.55 5.05- 6.50- ABOVFTOTA1
$2.00 ,50 5.00 6 .50 8.00 $800SAMP;F
4885119 128220TYFS OF CONSHMERS 100.0100 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0





50.0 66.72.752.7 26 .3 50.0
3.5 3.55.2% 4.3 55,7 27,810 0.0COLROW
1 45690 14NON-RUYFR
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LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER TMESTS- A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMGWT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN

























REASONABLE PRICF FOR CHIVESE LNNCH
BFLOW 2.00- 3.55- 5.05- 6.50- ABOWE DONT
52.00 3.50 5.50 6.50 6.00 58.00 KNOW
19 141 46 5 2 1 6
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
8.6 64.1 20.9 2.3 0.9 0.5 2.7
0 0 6 0 0 0 0
0.0 6.4 13.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 60.0 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 70 26 4 1 1 4
47.4 49.6 56.5 80.0 50.0 100.0 66.7
7.8 60.9 22.6 3.5 0.9 0.9 3.5
10 62 14 1 1 0 2
52.6 44.0 30.4 20.0 50.0 0.0 33.3
11.1 68.9 15.6 1.1 1.1 0.0 2.2
RFASONABLF PRICE FOR WESYERN LUNCH
BELOW 2.00- 3.55- 5.05- 6.50- ABOVE DOMIT
S2.00 3.50 5.00 6.50 8.00 S8.00 KDOJ
11 106 68 4 8 5 10
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
5.6 47.3 30.9 6.4 3.6 2.3 4.3
1 7 5 1 1 0 0
9.1 6.7 7.4 7.1 12.5 0.0 0.0
6.7 46.7 33.3 6.7 6.7 0.0 0.0
6 46 36 10 5 5 7
56.5 44.2 52.9 74.4 62.5 100.0 70.0
5.2 40.0 31.3 8.7 4.3 4.3 6.1
4 51 27 3 2 0 3
36.4 69.0 39.7 21.4 25.0 0.0 30.0
4.4 56.7 30.0 3.3 2.2 0.0 3.3
Table 3.27
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** THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF FOWG KONG**
LIGNAN INSTITUYE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATTQN
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF. TBE ESTABLISHMENT OF FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFTLFS O THE 1) FREQUENT BUYERS 2) INFREQUEMT BUYERS 3)NON-SUYERS
AVERAGE EXPENDITURE ON BREAKFAST3.05- 4.05- ABOVEBELOW 100- 2.05- 3.05- 4.05- ABOVETOTAE
2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 5.00SAMPLF
* * * * *
6 324 012346220TYPFS OF CONSHMERS
0100.0 100.0 100.0 1000.0 100.0100.0
0. 02.0 1.5100.0 61. 5 12.0
0 007 315 4FRER .RUYER 5.7 0. 012,5 0.011.7COL. %
21 .4 0.028. 0.070.0ROW % 100.0
2115 08 26724INFPEQ RUYFR
6 6 7 0052 52.2 54.5 33.3 50.0COL
1.0 9 007.8100.0 23.3 65.0ROW %
113 24990 18RON-RUYFR
0.054.2 50.0 53.3COL.% 40.0 39.1










.** THE CIIINSE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG**
LINGNAN INSTITUYE. OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTASLISHa1FNT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFLES OF THE 1) FRFQL1FNT BUYERS 2) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON.RUYERS
TOTAL
SAMPLF
REASONABLF PRICF FOR CHINESE BREAKFAST
BELOW 1.00- 2.05- 3.05- 4.05- ABIVE DON'T
S1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 KNOW
REASIBABKE PRICF FOR WFSTERN BREAKFAST
BELOW 1.00- 2.05- 3.05- 4.05- ABOVE DONT























53 114 20 7 3 0 8
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
25.9 55.6 9.8 3.4 1.5 0.0 3.9
5 4 4 0 0 0 1
0.4 3.5 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5
35.7 28.6 28.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.1
30 55 10 4 2 0 5
56.6 48.2 50.0 57.1 66.7 0.0 62.5
28.3 51.9 9.4 3.8 1.9 0.0 4.7
18 55 6 3 1 0 2
34.0 48.2 30.0 42.0 33.3 0.0 25.0
21.2 64.7 3.5 1.2 0.0 2.4
29 102 27 4 6 1 7
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
16.7 58.615.5 2.3 2.3 0.6 4.0
1 8 6 0 0 0 1
3.4 7.8 14.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.3
7.1 57.1 28.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.1
22 52 15 2 3 1 4
75.9 51.0 55.6 50.6 75.0 100.0 57.1
22.2 52.2 15.2 2.0 3.0 1.0 4.0
6 42 8 2 1 0 2
20.7 41.2 29.6 50.0 25.0 0.0 28.6
9.8 68.9 13.1 3.3 1.6 0.0 3.3
Table 3.29
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ww THE CHINE= SE UNIVERSITYOF HONGKONGww
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATYON
PIASTERTHESIS- A STUDV OF THE ESTABLIFMMENTOF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFILESOF THE 1 ) FREQUENTBUYERS2 ) INFREOUENTB YERS3 ) NON - e UYFRS
ASSOCIATIONOF FAST FOOD
CON- INFFR. INFFR.TOTAL
INFX . SIMPLFVFW . QUAL. TASTEOTHERSSAMPI. F
6 838 383822 74220TYPESOF CONSUP1 FRS
1 7 . 3 3 0 . 9 1 7 . 31 0 . 0 3 3 . 6 1 7 . 31 0 0 . 0
4 3 2680FPFO. RUYER
6 . 7 2 0 . 0 1 3 . 340. 01 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 5 3 . 3ROW
184 424197 41115INFEEQ. RUYFR
15. 76 . 1 3 5 . 7 1 6 . 5 2 0 . 9 3 8 . 3R ow% 1 0 0. 0
13 21132515NON- BUYFR
1 4 . 4 1 4 . 4 2 3 . 3 2 0 . 01 O 0 . 0 1 6 . 7 2 7 . 8ROW%
T able3 . 3 0
1 8
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THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS - A STUDY OF THE ESTARLISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PRGFILFS OF THE 1) FRFQUENT PUYERS 2) INEREQUENT SUYERS 3) NON-BUSYERS
CONVEM. COMPARISON*TASIB COMPARIBON**COST COMPARSION* AWASENESS ON
TOTAL REST F.F. *REST F.F. *REST F.F. FAST SOOD
SAMPLE CON.*SAME*CON. SETTER*SAME*BETTER MORE *SAME* MORE YES NO
TYPES OF CONSUMERS 220 75 46 99 179 35 6 163 40 17
145 75
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 34.1 20.9 45.0 81.4 15.8 2.7 74.1 18.2 7.7 65.9 34.1
FRER. BUYER 15 0 2 13 12 1 2 12 2 1 15 0
COL. % 6.8 0.0 4.3 13.1 6.7 2.9 33.3
7.4 5.0 5.9 10.3 0.0
ROW % 100.0 0.0 13.3 86.7 80.0 6.7 13.3 80.0 13.7 6.7 100.0 0.0
INEREQ. BUYER 115 42 26 47 98 13 4 87 19 9 100 15
COL. % 52.3 56.0 56.5 47.5 54.7 37.1 66.7 53.4 47.5 52.9 69.0 20.0
ROW % 100.0 36.5 22.6 40.9 85.2 11.3 3.5
75.7 16.5 7.8 87.0 13.0
MON-EUYER 90 33 18 39 69 21 0
64 19 7 39 60
COL. % 40.9 44.0 39.1 39.4 58.5 60.0 9.0 39.3 47.5 41.2 20.7 80.0
ROW % 100.0 36.7 20.0 43.3 76.7 23.3 0.0 71.1 21.1 7.8 33.3 56.7
Table 3.31
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THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG**
LINGN4N INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PRQF*LES OF THE 1) FREQUENT BUYERS?) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-BUYERS
FOR THOSE WHO ARF AWARE OF FAST FOOD SHOPS
IMPRESSION OF SHOPS- TASTEIMPRESSION OF SHOPS- PRICE
VFRY S.W. S.W. VERYI VERY S.W. S-W. VERYTOTAI
GOON SO-SOO BADHIGH SO-SO LOWSAMPIF
2563 313 4 2180 1623145YDES OF CONSUMERS
100.011)O.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1 00.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0
?..1 2.8 14.6 43.7 21.5 17.455.6 11.1100.0 1.3 16.0
a8 1401210111KIRF00. RUYEP 8.03.20.0 19.0 12.74.3 12.5 12,5 33. 34.51n.COL. X b7 13.36,7 0.0 ?6.7 53.36.7. 6 6.7 13.36.7100.0ROW X
.4 2037 2415z9551S19InnINRFEQ BUYFR lCOl.% 100.0 71.4 58.7 77.' 80. 068.7 56.2 6 669.0 86.4 65.2
4.0 1 c.0 37.0 24.0 20.09.0 ?, ,0Inn n 14.0 15.0 55.4POW%
6 31p0 0 2515723RUN-RBYEK 9.5 28.6 19.4 12.00.00,02n. 7 9.1 30.4 18.7 31.3rot.
6,9 62.1 20.7 10.30.0 0.06.9 24.1 51.7 17.2100,0ROW
Table 3.32
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THE CHINESE UFIIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS- A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFYLES OF THE 1) FRFQUFNT BUYERS 2) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-BUYERS
FOR THOSE WHO ARE AWARE OF FAST FOOD SHOPS
IMPRESSION OF SHOPS-QUALITY IMPRESSION OF SHOPS-QUALITY
TOTAL VERY S.W. S.W. VERY VERY S.W. S.W. VERY
SAMPLE GOOD SO-SO RAD ADFQUATE SO-SO INSUFFICIENT
TYPES OF CONSUMERS 145 23 23 44 49 25 28 34 23 22 37
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 2.1 16.0 50.6 34.0 17.4 19.4 23.6 16.0 15.3 25.7
FREO. RUYER 15 0 5 7 2 1 1 8 0 2 4
COL. % 10.3 0.0 21.7 15.9 4.1 4.0 3.6 23.5 0.0 9.1 10.8
ROW % 100.0 0.0 33.3 46.7 13.3 6.7 6.7 53.5 0.0 13.3 26.7
INFEFO. BUYER 100 3 16 27 32 22 25 18 13 18 26
COL. % 69.0 100.0 69.6 61.4 65.3 88.0 89.3 52.9 56.5 81.8 70.3
ROW % 100.0 3.0 16.0 27.0 32.0 22.0 25.0 18.0 13.0 18.0 26.0
RON-RUYER 30 0 2 10 15 2 2 8 10 2 7
COL. % 20.7 0.0 8.7 22.7 30.6 8.0 7.1 23.5 43.5 9.1 18.9
ROW % 100.0 0.0 6.9 34.5 51.7 6.9 6.9 27.6 34.5 6.9 24.1
Table 3.33
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* * THE CHINESEUNIVERSITYOF HONGKONG* *
LINGNAN INSTITUTF _ OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTERTHESIS- A STUDYOF - THE ESTABLISHMENTOF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROF) LES OF THE 1 ) FREQUENTBUYERS2 ) INFREQUENTB YERS3 ) NON - VUYCRS
FOR TH n SE WHO ARE AWAREOF FAST FOODSHOPS
TMPRES1 ON OF SHOPSVARIETY
S . W . VERYVFRYS . W .TOT
AMPI r ADFOIIATFSO - SO INSUFFICIENT
* * * * *
369 23 4629I 6TYPES OF CONSUMERS
1 0 0 . 01 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0
2 0 . 3 1 6 . 1 ? 5 S ? , 3 2 , 21 0 0 . 0
44 15I15FRF BUYER
8, 72.81 1 . 1 1 7 . 2 1 7 . 4COL% . 6.'71 0 0 . 0 6 . 7 2 6 , 76. 733. 3ROW%
23 38137 19100IMEREO BUJYPR
6 3 . 9 8 2 . 66 9 . 0 7 7 . 8 6 5 . 5 5 6 . 5COL. X
7. 1 9 . 0 1 3 . 0 2 3 . 0 3 8 . 01 0 0. 0ROWX
46 175I30NON- BUYER
8. 733. 32 0 . 7 1 1 . 1 1 7 . 2 2 6 . 1COL.
17. 2 1 . 4 4 2 . 9 1 4 . 3R 3.61 0 0 . 0
T able3 . 3 4
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THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
THE CHINFSE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
I INGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS AOMIUTSTRATYON
MASTER THESIS - A STUPY OF THE ESTAFLISHMEYT IF A FAST EOOD CHAIN
PHOFILFS OF THE 1) FREOUFNT EUYERS 2) INSREOUENT BUYERS 3) NON-EUYEPS
IMPROVFMET NEEDED
TOTAI








220 66 58 59 41 60 11
100.0 30.0 26.4 25.8 18.6 27.3 50
15 4 7 5 1 2 3
100.0 26.7 46.7 33.3 6.7 13.3 20.0
115 55 43 40 36 51 8
100.0 47.8 37.4 34.8 31.3 44.3 7.0
90 7 8 14 4 7 0
100.0 7.8 8.9 15.6 4.4 7.8 0.0
table 3.35
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THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS - A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFILES OF THE 1) FREQUFNT BUYERS 2) INERFQUFNT DUYERS 3) NON-BUYERS
AGE OF RESPOMDENTS
TOTAL UNDER 3- 16- 19- 27- 31- 36- 41- 46- 51- ABOVE
SAMPLE TWELVE 15 18 25 26 30 35 40 45 50 55 55
TYPES OF CONSUNERS 220 0 8 52 75 48 12 7 8 5 1 1 3
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 0.0 3.6 23.6 34.1 21.3 5.3 3.2 3.6 2.3 0.5 0.5 1.4
FRECT BUYER 15 0 1 1 4 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
COL. % 6.8 0.0 12.5 1.9 8.0 12.5 8.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ROW % 100.0 0.0 6.7 6.7 40.0 40.0 6.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FREPES BUYER 115 0 5 25 44 28 6 3 1 0 1 1 1
COL. % 57.3 0.0 62.5 48.1 58.7 58.3 50.0 42.9 12.5 0.0 100.0 100.0 33.3
ROW % 100.0 0.0 4.3 21.7 38.3 24.3 5.2 2.6 0.9 0.0 0.9 0.9 0.9
NOR-CUVER 90 0 2 26 25 14 5 4 7 5 0 0 0
COL. % 40.9 0.0 25.0 50.0 33.3 29.2 41.7 57.1 87.5 100.0 0.0 0.0 66.7
ROW % 100.0 0.0 2.2 28.0 27.8 15.6 5.6 4.4 7.8 5.6 0.0 0.0 2.2
Table 3.36
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THE CHINEFSE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
L1NGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS - A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FAST FOOD CHAIN
PROFI LES OF THE 1) FREQUFNT BUYERS 2) INFREQUENT BUYERS 3) NON-BUYERS
INCOME RANGE OF RESPONDENT
TOTAL UNDER $500- $751- 1001- 1251- 1501- 1751- 2001- 2501- ABOVR
SAMPLE $500 $750 $1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2500 3000 $3000
TYPES OF CONSUMERS 220 2 8 18 32 23 14 33 29 24 37
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 10.9 3.6 8.2 14.5 10.5 6.4 15.0 13.2 10.9 16.8
FREC. BUYER 15 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 3 5
COL. % 6.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 4.3 14.3 3.0 6.9 12.5 13.5
ROW % 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.7 6.7 13.3 6.7 13.3 20.0 33.3
INFFEQ. BUYER 115 1 0 5 11 14 8 23 17 13 23
COL. % 52.3 50.0 0.0 27.8 34.4 60.2 57.1 69.7 58.6 54.2 62.2
ROW % 100.0 0.9 0.0 4.3 9.6 12.2 7.0 20.0 14.8 11.3 20.0
NON-BUYER 90 1 8 13 20 8 4 9 10 8 9
COL. % 40.9 50.0 100.0 72.2 62.5 34.8 28.6 27.3 34.5 33.3 24.3
ROW % 100.0 1.1 8.9 14.4 22.2 8.9 4.4 10.0 11.1 8.9 10.0
Table 3.37
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THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MASTER THESIS - A STUDY OF THE ESTABLYSHMENT OF A FAST FOOD GHAYM














220 120 60 40
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 54.5 27.3 18.2
15 14 0 1
6.8 11.7 0.0 2.5
100.0 93.3 0.0 6.7
115 77 10 28
52.3 64.2 16.7 70.0
100.0 67.0 8.7 24.3
90 29 50 11
40.9 24.2 83.3 27.5
100.0 32.2 55.6 12.2
Table 3.38
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10/21/55 27/04/74 TCL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XDS3/21
DTSCRTMINATORY ANALYSIS
HOMOGFNEITY OF GROUP MEANS
MFA SQUARFS
VARIABLES W A F RATIO NORMAL DEVIATE PROBABILITY
VARIX1 1.641871 2,882005 1.755318 0.942202 0.173045
VARIX2 1.401062 2.027964 1.147448 0.719190 0.236012
0.307499VARIx3 1.289964 1.529298 1.185923 0.502952
VARIX4 1.68285 5.625187 3.342586 1.795880 0.036257
VARIX5 1,460004 5.307795 3.635467 1.920702 0.027385
VARIX6 1,577513 2.883037 1.927584 0.990644 0.160930
VARIX7 1.566557 2.579776 1.612805 0.842566 0.199736
VARIX8 1.559162 4.946827 3.177747 1.720041 0.042713
VARIX9 2.427169 15.415810 6.51355 2.838884 0.002264
VARI10 1.527405 2.574297 1.685406 0.894036 0.185651
VARI11 2.027285 2.119159 1.045310 0.373100 0.354537
VARII2 1.215751 0,679699 0.550078 0.197160 0.578152
VARI13 1.284312 16.131719 12.560595 4.196579 0.000014
VARII4 1.022113 3.155270 3.087007 1.688608 0.846411
VARI15 1.1l1732 1.487077 1.149763 0.641771 0.260511
VARI16 1.744723 6,377130 3.655097 1.QZ8818 0.026877
VARI17 0.747078 4.632938 6.201411 2.796217 0.002585
VARI18 0.223956 0.180270 0.804934 0,1206620.451979
VARI19 0.382161 0.090053 0.235641 0.814157 0.792221
VARI20 3.205563 6.512286 1.120728 0.131202
VARI21 5.616632 77.359047 13.773209 49402082 0.000005
Table 3.40B
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13/28/17 27/04/74 ICL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XDS3/21
DISCRIMINATORY ANALYSIS
HOMOGENEITY OF GROUP MEANS
MEAN SQUARES
VARIABLES W A F RATIO NORMAL DEVIATE PROBABILITY
VARIXI 1.634364 5.758547 3.523417 1.566453 0.058621
VARIX2 1.409068 0.909441 0.645420 0.181150 0.428125
VARIX3 1.290810 1.585237 1,228095 0.617842 0.268340
VARIX4 1.675190 11.244911 6.712617 2.328706 0.009937
VARIX5 1.497208 1.044911 0.697906 0.229401 0.409279
VARIx6 1.591143 1.217133 0.764942 0.287618 0.386819
VARIX7 1.563726 4.544056 2.905915 1.367775 0.085691
VARIX8 1.563981 7.283955 4.657317 1.817072 0.030254
VARIX9 2.416937 30.634965 12.675118 3.250791 0.000575
VARI1O 1.523049 4.570668 3.000998 1,400112 0.080740
VARI11 2.025472 2.606099 1.286663 0.653211 0,256810
VARI12 1.211076 1.162743 0.960091 0.439687 0.330082
VARI13 1.355011 15.566783 11.488311 3.095838 0.000981
VARI14 1,017572 6.278322 6.169902 2.219798 0.013216
VARI15 1.096844 2.938034 2.678626 1.287472 0.098965
VARI16 1.748691 10.144561 5.801233 2.142045 0.016095
VARI17 0.784898 0.274126 0.349250 - 0.157370 0.562523
VARI18 0.224312 0.059091 0.263432 - 0.291163 0.614537
VARI19 0.380593 0,139860 0.367480 - 0.131868 0.552456
VARI20 3.190861 13.024126 4.081696 1.726700 0.042111
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1香 港 設 立 簡 捷 食 品 連 鎖 商 店 之 研 究
在 過 去 多 年 中 , 香 港 的 發 展 與 變 化 誠 不 了 勝 校 舉 , 其
中 最 顯 者 , 莫 如 從 一 個 畧 具 輕 工 業 的 轉 口 埠 轉 變 為 一
個 現 代 化 的 工 業 城 市 , 隨 著 經 濟 的 發 展 , 城 市 的 形 態 因 然
改 變 . 即 社 會 的 經 濟 結 構 和 居 民 的 生 活 方 式 也 已 改 變 , .
十 多 年 前 , 雇 請 俑 人 料 理 家 務 為 一 極 普 遍 的 現 象 , 而
當 時 一 個 負 責 所 有 家 庭 瑣 務 的 的 俑 人 , 月 薪 僅 百 餘 元 港 幣 .
但 隨 著 工 業 被 工 廠 的 發 展 , 前 此 的 俑 人 , 甚 至 一 般 的 家 庭 主 婦 ,
大 部 份 都 被 工 廠 的 較 高 薪 酬 所 吸 引 , 她 們 紛 紛 捨 本 業 不 為
而 技 入 規 摸 日 大 的 工 業 生 產 , 造 成 近 年 所 謂 的 俑 人 荒 . 時
2至 今 日 , 一 個 普 通 女 俑 的 月 薪 已 六 百 港 幣 以 上 , 實 非 一
般 家 庭 所 能 負 擔 .
以 往 , 一 個 家 塵 的 膳 食 多 由 該 家 庭 主 婦 或 俑 人 負 責
. 近 年 來 , 由 於 俑 人 短 缺 , 同 時 , 很 多 家 庭 主 婦 又 外 出 工
作 , 因 而 多 家 庭 已 無 太 多 的 時 間 來 料 理 飲 食 方 面 的 事 情
, 解 決 困 難 的 最 簡 單 方 法 , 就 是 光 顧 酒 樓 , 食 肆 , 由 此 造
成 飲 食 業 的 快 速 發 展 .
但 茶 樓 食 肆 對 於 滿 足 居 民 的 需 求 , 仍 嫌 不 足 , 尤 其 是
中 午 午 膳 時 間 , 在 本 港 工 商 業 極 度 集 中 的 地 區 , 如 中 環 .
尖 沙 咀 , 新 葡 崗 , 北 角 等 地 , 一 般 白 價 階 級 的 午 膳
3仍 為 一 極 頭 痛 之 爭 . 不 久 前 所 流 行 的 包 伏 食 食 方 法 , 對 於 減
輕 找 地 方 吃 飯 的 困 難 雖 會 收 效 一 時 , 但 由 於 政 府 去 年 開 始
嚴 厲 取 □ 所 有 無 牌 的 包 伏 食 商 號 , 此 法 已 難 適 用 , 午 膳 問
題 於 是 又 重 趨 嚴 重 .
在 此 表 黃 不 接 時 期 , 很 多 非 傳 統 式 的 食 物 店 □ 應 運 而
生 . 此 等 食 物 店 大 都 以 出 售 西 犬 小 食 為 主 , 其 中 以 簡 捷 食
品 店
fast food shops 為 數 最 大 , 英 文 fast food 一 詞 , 尚 無 一 定 的
文 譯 者 , 作 者 在 此 把 它 意 譯 為 簡 捷 食 品 店 . 簡 捷 食 品 店 所
售 的 食 品 , 包 括 飯 盒 , 牛 肉 飽 , 熱 狗 , 薯 條 , 義 大 利 粉 .
炸 雞 腿 , 以 及 三 文 治 等 等 . 其 特 色 是 售 食 物 概 以 外 賣 為
4主 , 顧 客 需 將 食 品 帶 至 別 處 進 食 ,
目 前 簡 捷 食 品 業 的 每 年 度 總 銷 售 額 , 據 估 計 約 在 一 千
二 百 萬 至 一 千 四 百 萬 港 幣 之 間 , 而 其 發 展 前 途 則 未 可 限 量
. 香 港 屈 臣 氏 有 限 公 司 有 見 及 此 , 有 意 在 港 設 立 一 間 捷 食
品 運 鎖 店 系 , 不 過 僅 知 有 此 市 場 尚 屬 不 夠 , 必 須 先 對 顧
客 需 求 有 深 切 的 認 識 , 因 此 , 在 一 九 七 三 年 初 , 作 者 曾 受
屈 臣 氏 有 限 公 司 之 託 , 進 行 一 項 市 場 調 查 , 本 文 即 根 據 調
查 所 得 資 料 擴 展 而 成 .
本 論 文 全 文 共 分 四 章 , 首 章 對 香 港 及 美 國 的 簡 捷 食 品
業 作 一 □ 覽 , 簡 捷 食 品 業 在 港 雖 仍 屬 一 新 興 事 業 , 但 在 美
5國 已 發 展 成 為 一 極 具 規 模 且 組 織 完 善 的 大 企 業 , 香 港 的 簡
捷 食 品 業 大 可 以 美 國 的 成 功 例 子 作 為 借 鏡 , 第 二 章 敍 述 調
香 研 究 方 法 , 包 括 调 查 表 的 内 容 、 调 查 方 式 、 访 问 对 象 、
興 及 分 析 方 法 等 等 , 調 查 是 以 訪 問 方 式 進 行 額 抽 樣 調 查
QUOTA SAMPLING
, 調 查 時 共 訪 問 二 百 二 十 人 , 計 白 領 階 級 一 百 二
十 人 , 『 藍 領 階 級 』 六 十 人 , 學 生 四 十 人 , 調 查 結 果 以 , 交 □ □
表 CROSS TASULATION 及 顯 異 分 析 DUSSRIMMANT ANAYSIS
來 加 以 分 析 . 詳 細
的 資 少 分 析 見 第 三 章 . 在 第 四 章 中 , 作 者 就 分 析 所 得 , 試
國 分 別 描 述 經 常 購 買
frequevt buyers 非 經 常 購 買 infrequent
buyers , 及 非 購 買 者 non-buyers 之 形 象 , 並 提 出 數 項 建 議 作 為 全
6文 的 結 果 .
根 據 調 查 所 得 , 目 前 簡 捷 食 品 商 店 消 費 者 心 目 中 的
形 欠 並 不 良 好 , 目 前 此 等 食 品 店 的 最 大 缺 點 , 在 於 未 能 建
立 一 簡 捷 的 形 象 , 使 很 多 消 費 者 認 為 購 買 簡 捷 食 品 作 為 午
膳 乃 是 一 件 極 為 麻 煩 的 事 , 總 括 來 說 , . 目 前 的 簡 捷 食 品 店
需 要 在 品 質 管 制 , 包 裝 , 銷 售 , 定 價 , 以 及 經 營 方 面 作 徹
底 的 改 進 . 另 有 一 點 需 要 特 別 注 意 的 , 是 簡 捷 食 品 的 主 要
消 費 者 是 年 齡 在 二 十 六 歲 以 下 的 年 青 人 , 因 此 , 在 廣 告 宣
傳 方 面 應 以 這 些 年 青 人 為 主 要 對 象 .


